


quality 
doesn't cost 

it pays 
Try to beat our quality ! 

In fact try to beat our low prices ! 

E.B. Super Gratton. The First and still the best. We have all 
sizes in stock and they cost only £8.95 from us. Postage 27p. 

F.E.B. Mountain boot. Dependable, reliable, tried and tested . 
One piece greasy upper, fully leather lined. Double leather 
mid-soles, Vibram Bottoms. Full and half sizes. 1974 stocks 
still at 1973 prices. Price £15.29. Postage 32p. 

La Dolomite 'Guida' . Grand Capucin. A rigid, flat sole for 
hard mixed route climbing . Ful ly leather lined, reversed uppers, 
bellows tongue. New 1974 Vibram sole and heel unit. 
Continental sizes 40- 46. Price £24.50. Postage 32p. 

La Dolomite Toni Egger. This famous boot is now available 
from us again. The same great quality of years ago. Guaranteed 
waterproof welts ; one piece uppers. New 1974 Vibram sole 
and heel unit. Continental sizes 39- 46. Price £21.99. 
Postage 32p. 

Ellis Brigham 
Manchester 
6/14 Cathedral Street, 
Manchester, M4 3FU 
Telephone 061-834 0161 

Liverpool 
73 Bold Street, Liverpool 1 
Telephone 051-709 6912 

Cornwall 
Market Jew St Penzance Telephone 5828 

Snowdonia 
Capel Curig Telephone Capel Curig 232 

Bristol 
162 Whiteladies Road, Bristol 
Telephone Bristol 311157 

.?'·Postal Dept Wellington Place, Liverpool Rd, Manchester Tel 061-833 0746 

We are doing our best to 
be the best, to give you the best in 

mountaineering and climbing 
equipment so why not get in touch 

and let us help you. 

BRYAN STOKES 
9 Charles Street, Sheffield. 

Tel.0742.27525 
w rite now for ou r new catalogue 



PIDDISPORTS 
14-18 Holborn, London, ECl. Tel: 01-242 3278 
373-375 Uxbridge Road, Acton, W3. Tel: 01-992 6641 
1098 Whitgift Centre, Croydon, Surrey. Tel: 01-688 2667 
27-29 Martineau Square, Birmingham. Tel: 021-236 9383 
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ROCCA 
ROPES ~ 

U.S. Importers and Distributors of 
ROCCA Kern mantle Climbi ng Ropes. 

For catalog of complete line o f climbing gear wr ite : 

Forrest Mountaineering 
5050-M Fox Street• Denver. Colorado 80216 • (303) 222-6164 

Sherpa Millet Rucksacks 

Recommended by Walter Bonatti, 
Rene Desmaison, Reinhold Messner. 

Compagnie des Guides and E. N.S.A. in Chamonix. 
Supplied to 123 w orld-wide expeditions. 

Available from all good mountaineering shops. 

sAcs tt1~111111111t1L111111c111r 
Boite Postale 109, 74 ANNECY le, France 



5-7 DALMALLY STREET, GLASGOW G20 6SB 

(at 439 M aryh ill Road ) 041-946 9200 

Salewa 
Clog 
Stubai 
Troll 
Karrimor 
Inter-Alp 
Cassin 
Kastinger 
Dachstein 

High range 
Sports 

CLIM BI NG EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 

Join Dougal Haston 
at the International School 

of Mountaineering 
at Leysin in Switzerland. 

Buses to Queen's Cross 

From St. Enoch's Sq. 61, 18 

From George Sq. 60 

pinlSM 
W rite for detai ls t o: 

1. $ .M. p.o. box 25, l eys in, Switzerland. 

For climbing ice 

chouinard /salewa crampons 
Made by Salewa of Munich to Chouinard d_esign 
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~----unforseen perils often beset the unwary hiker 

Climbs situated in the middle 
of a tropical rain forest call for 
one vital piece of equipment
a good waterproof. That's why 
the lads chose CAGJACS 
for their Roraima expedition. 

G and H Products, Birstall, Batley, Yorks. 
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DO NOT DESPAIR, 
HIKERS, help for 
this and other perils 
is available from: 

KELTY 
mountaineering-backpacking 

1801 VICTORY BOULEVARD 
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA 91201 

SEND FOR CATALOG DEPT. m 

Courtesy of the Observer 



we Have 
Friends 
I 

1n 
High 
Places 
The staff at YHA Services 
keep in close touch with 
current trends and are 
always happy to advise 
climbers on their choice of 
equipment and clothing 
Call if you can, or write to 
London address for free 
catalogue Equipment 
for Climbers and 
Cavers. 

YHA Services 
29 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6JE 
35 Cannon Street, Birmingham B2 5EE 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, Manchester M2 2BE 

ultimate 
equipment 
goes to extremes 

Ultimate shell clothing 
Ultimate climbers helmet 
Ultimate lightweight tents 

BOMB SHELTER 
T.M. 

Another Jensen creation. Exceedingly 
stable two man tent. It doesn't flap in 
the wind . .. it hums. 

Send for free mail order brochure. 

Box E, Snoqualmie, Wa. 98065, U.S.A. 
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We lry harder 
so lhal you can 
The equipment we sell 
the advice is free 

we can supply 
everything but the mountain! 

"We stock Climbing Gear, Boots, Sleeping Bags, 
Duvets, Waterproof Clothing . Plus over 40 Tents 
suitable for Mountain use. Names like: Karrimor, Se-ab, 
Clog, Stubai, Moac, Saunders, Blacks, Kastinger, 
Vango, Henri Lloyd, Helly Hansen, Grenfell, Ultimate, 
Snowdon, Peck, Hawkins, Andre Jamet, Bonatti, 
Cassin, Simon, Viking Troll, Optimus, Point Five, 
Mountain, G & H, J.B. Salewa, M .S.R. & Camptrails. 

You will be dealing with experts-our technical 
adviser is Les Halliwell. Before buying your gear, 
write or phone for our EXTRAORDINARY COM
PETITIVE free price list. Large Mail Order Department. 
Barclay/ Access accepted. Most items immediate 
delivery. 7 day approval service. We have a special 
Contract Department for Club & Educational orders". 

Send to Dept . M002 

FIELD & TREK (equipment) Ltd 
25 KINGS ROAD· BRENTWOOD· ESSEX· 

Telephone: 0277 221259 

Spring low 
Concentrated meal 
packs for Campers and 
Backpackers
remember 
concentrated food 
means less weight 
and bulk to carry. 
Meals include : 
Curries, Stews and 
Omelettes-send for 
our catalogue it 
describes no less 
than 50 packs. 

SPRINGLOW Sales ltd 
Marsland Industrial 
Estate, Werneth, 
Oldham, Lanes. 
Tel: 061-624 7904 

WEST ROSS CLIMBING SCHOOL 
Rock, Ice and Mixed climbing courses, beginners and advanced, 
January to October 1974. Climb classic and new routes in 
Strathcarron, Carnmore, Torridon, Applecross and Skye. Aecom -
modation inclusive. 

Brochure from: West-Ross Climbing School, Achnashellach, 
Wester Ross, Scotland 

COME CAMPING, CLIMBING, SKI-ING WITH DUALITY 
EQUIPMENT PLUS EXPERIENCED ADVICE FROM 

TEBBUTT'S 
35 MARKET PLACE, WEDNESBURY. Tel. 021-556 0802 

½ mile from M1 , M5 & M6. Ampl e free parking, list of routes and 
street map free (We also have an indoor Ski School) . 

DHAULAGIRI 4 
An illustrated lecture by Geoff Tabbner and Ian Rowe 
at London's Commonwealth Institute, Kensington High St, 

TUESDAY APRIL 30 7.30 PM 
Tickets 60p from all Pindisports shops, 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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ABRAMS ART BOOKS 
The spectacle of the Himalavas in a book as 
breath-taking as the mountains themselves 
The Himalayas, the world' s highest mountains, evoke stories of 
legendary perils and heroic adventures. Now for the first time the 
awesome grandeur of their peaks, valleys, glaciers, and snowfields is 
presented in large-scale, brilliant reproductions that literally thrust 
the reader into the magnificence of the Roof of the World. 

Exquisite and dramatic full-page and double page photographs, as well 
as a number of breathtaking foldout plates, show the extraordinary 
diverse effects of light at different times of the day and night and the 
highly varied terrain, they show the subtle colours of dawn, sun-set, 
and twilight, the brilliance of noon, thunderstorms swirling around 
peaks, and mountain lakes set like jewels in rocky valleys. 

TI1e pictures and commentaries are the work of Yoshikazu Shirakawa, 
Japan's leading photographer, who spent four hazardous and 
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adventure-packed years travelling the length and breadth of the 
Himalayan range to collect these photographs. 

300 pages. 284 illustrations, including 88 full page colour plates, 
6 multipage foldout colour plates, 7 maps and diagrams and 1 foldout 
map. Size: 11 ¾" x 16½". Price £31.50 from your bookseller or direct 
from the publishers, New English Library, Barnard's Inn, Holborn, 
London EC! N 2JR. Please add 50p for postage and packing. 
THE HIMALAYAS 
Photographs & text by Yoshikazu Shirakawa 
Preface by Arnold Toynbee 
Introduction by Sir Edmund Hilar:i,: 
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Cover Photo: Rowland Edwards on the first ascent of 
Gemstone (XS) on Little Orme in North Wales. 
Photo: Malcolm Creasey 
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All correspondence, editorial subscriptions and advertising to : 
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London N.10. phone : 01-883-0567 

The Educational Threat 
Colin Mortlock's call, at the Buxton 'Talk-In', for a tougher 
M.L.C. to be compulsory for all who wish to introduce 
young people to the mountains gives a disturbing insight 
into the preoccupations of the teacher/climbers in our midst. 
The mountaineering world must seriously examine the price 
that might have to be paid for this extension of regulation 
and certification into a sport that has previously enjoyed 
complete freedom. 
The educationalists claim that parents and headmasters 
have the right to demand that those who would teach their 
children should have some kind of formal qualification. They 
further state that it is the duty of the B.M.C. and the 
M.L.T.B. to pursue the path to effective certification with 
vigour. "No disadvantage accrues to the climbing world, " 
claim such people as Long land, James and Mortlock; 
"education of young people is purely the business of the 
educators". Mortlock hopes that the M .L.T.B. will be 
completely controlled by climber/educators and allowed 
to get on with the job. ' 
There is, however, cause for concern in the fact that the 
machinations of the educators will have, and indeed are 
already having, a debilitating effect on the flair and 
spontaneity of the sport. With every new accident or scare 
the precautions taken by the educators and administrators 
become more stringent; now we have this proposal for 
compulsory certificates, a call that will no doubt be eagerly 
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seconded by society at large. One can envisage a situation 
in which the small number of pupils who actually go on to 
become mountaineers will have undergone such a stultifying 
training in safety-consciousness that they will be unable to 
take 'bold strokes' of the type our distinguished history has 
always led us to admire and emulate. Soon we may face the 
old Appalachian Mountaineering Club situation, where one 
has to qualify as a second before one can lead. 
These climber/educators, many of them honourable and 
experienced mountaineers, have become the fifth columnists 
of responsible society in our midst. Our sport is, always has 
been, and should always remain essentially irresponsible. 
Any unnecessary activity that involves high risk can only be 
viewed in this light by society at large: whenever accidents 
take place we must always be prepared to close ranks and 
defend the fundamental principles and freedoms of the 
sport, whatever errors in detail have been made by those 
involved. 
The educators find this attitude difficult to adopt, for their 
loyalties are divided. For them, climbing is a career as well 
as a game: accidents must be 
analysed to find the error that 
caused them, rather than 
regarded as the luck of the 
game; certificates must be 
presented to placate school
masters and parents. 
This process has gone far 
enough - perhaps even too 
far. The climbing world has a 
right to say: "introduce keen 
novices if you wish, but keep 
certificates out of it. Stick to 
Orienteering, Canoeing and 
Camping if Mountaineering is 
too dangerous for you to cope 
with". 
Another pressure that may be 
at work here is the desire, 
conscious or subconscious, on 
the part of the educators to 
create a closed shop. The 
same path has been followed 
in many professions. The 
leaders of the movement will 
rise to positions of importance and influence, supported by 
increasing numbers of applicants wishing to take their 
spurious tests. As 'Professors' in the future Faculties of 
Outdoor Education, they will come to exert an inflated 
influence on the sport. The inability of such a distinguished 
and experienced guide as Eric ('Spider') Penman to pass the 
M.I.C. a few years ago should have alerted climbers to the 
shortcomings of such tests. Would Melchior Anderegg or 
Christian Almer have passed it? One doubts it, and is led to 
wonder whether mountain sense is the sort of fickle quality 
that such tests are incapable of monitoring. 
The real climbing world must therefore seriously consider 
its attitude towards this educational _tumour that is gnawing 
away at its vitals, lest the whole basis and health of the sport 
become infected, turning it into a pathetic, geriatric shadow 
of its vigorous and unpredictable youth . 



Information 
Major new routes in the Andes on Cayesh, Huascaran Norte, Jirishanca, 
Huandoy Oeste, Veronica, Huayna Potosi and Tiquimani. 

GREATER HIMALAYA 

Forthcoming Expeditions 
In Nepal the following expeditions are 
expected to take place during the forthcoming 
pre -monsoon season : Everest (Spanish); 
Lhotse (Austro - German) ; Lamjung Himal 
( British Army) ; Makalu (Austrian) ; 
Annapurna 2 (German) ; Nampa Himal 
(British) ; Dhaulagiri 4 (British R.A.F.) ; 
Kangbachen (Polish) ; Annapurna 1 (Spanish ); 
Himalchuli (Italian) ; Annapurna South; 
Peak 29, Manaslu, Jannu, Yalungkang, 
Churen Himal, Kanjiroba, Gangapurna and 
Tukche (Japanese). In addition the 
Russians are said to be planning an attempt 
on Kangchenjunga . In India, the Nanda Dev, 
basin will be open to European climbers for 
the first time in years. Some years ago certain 
clandestine security activities took place 
there and since that time only Indian 
mountaineers have been allowed in . This year 
Changabang will be the objective of an 
Anglo - Indian group and another Indian team 
will be trying to climb a virgin satellite of 
Trisul. 
Correspondent: Mike Cheney 

THE ANDES 

Huascaran Sur (22,208ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) Austrians Ulrich Schwabe, 
Karl Gabl, Raymond Margreiter and Hans-Jcirg 
Moser climbed the South West Ridge to 
reach the top of the South Spur of the 
mountain. Three high camps were placed on 
the route, which was about 6,000ft. long and 
almost completely on ice and snow. The route 
was repeated a short time later by a five man 
American team. 
Huascaran Norte (21,833ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) A twelve-man French 
expedition led by Maurice Barrard has added 
a third route to the north side of the mountain . 
This was the face that was the source of the 
huge avalanche which destroyed the Czech 
expedition three years ago. The French had 
already climbed the North Face (1966) and 
the long North East Ridge (1972). This time 
they turned their attention to the North East 
Face which they climbed over 14 days in 
August. A difficult rock band (Grade 5, 6 and 
A2) had to be overcome on the lower part of 
the route but thereafter the climb was mainly 
on ice with a final rock section to gain the 
summit plateau. This was reached by Barrard, 
L. Descrivieres, G. Narbaud and J. J. Ricouard 
on the 18th, but other members of the party 
were prevented from reaching the top by bad 
weather on the following day. Complete 
expedition tactics were employed with no less 
than 5,000ft. of fixed rope and three camps 
being placed on the face. 
Huandoy Sur (20,210ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) An Austrian party 
comprising Albert Precht, George Bachler and 
Richard Franzi made the fourth ascent of the 
South Buttress. 
Huandoy Oeste (19,868ft.) 
An equally talented Polish team, comprising , 
Eugeniusz Chrobak, Tadeusz Laukajtys, 
Wojciech Szymanski and Ludwik Wilczynski, 
made the first ascent of the South Pillar of this 
peak over three days at the end of August. 
This gave them a mixed route of Grade 5. 
Nevado Ulta (19,275ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) A strong New Zealand 
expedition made the third ascent of this peak 

I . "' A 

Above: The West Face of Nevada Cayesh in the Cordillera Blanca. The route takes the centre of 
the face and moves right near the top to emerge on to the South West Ridge, a few pitches below 
the summit. Photo: Wayne Mel/wraith 

by the North Rib . Previously two members of 
the party, Wayne Mcilwraith and Steve 
Dawson had spent three days trying to make a 
new route on the North West Face. They 
failed within 300ft. of the top when difficult 
snow conditions made further progress 
impossible. 
Chopicalqui (20,998ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) The New Zealanders 
climbed the South East Ridge after an abortive 
attempt on the unclimbed East Ridge, where 
they reached 19,500ft. before giving up. The 
ridge consisted of a continuous series of 
soft snow mushrooms on which effective 
belaying was virtually impossible. The ascent 
of the South East Ridge was problematic as 
well. During the New Zealanders' first attempt 
Mcilwraith had fallen 100ft. when a cornice 
collapsed. He was saved, in classic fashion, by 
his ropemate Neil Fowlie who jumped down 

the other side of the ridge. Earlier, three 
German climbers died in a Slab avalanche 
just below the summit while ascending the 
Ordinary Route. 
Nevado Cayesh (18,770ft.) 
(Cordillera Blanca) The most interesting 
achievement of the New Zealand expedition 
was the first ascent of the West Face of this 
impressive peak. Cayesh was first climbed in 
1960, also by New Zealanders, and nobody 
has reached the summit since. Steve Dawson 
and Stu Allen climbed the face in four days in 
early July. The route gave sustained mixed 
climbing (VS and A2) and problematic route 
finding. They broke out on to the South 
West Ridge about three pitches below the 
summit but made no attempt to continue to 
the top, preferring to descend the ridge 
(the original route) which they quitted in two 
days. 
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Information 

Important ice-climbing developments near Calgary merit use of 
Scottish Grade 6. Salathe Wall climbed in January by Czechs. 

Jirishanca (20,099ft.) 
(Cordillera Huayhuash) A Japanese expedition 
made the first ascent of the South East Face 
between May 29 and July 16. Three camps 
were placed and the summit was reached by 
Masayuki Shinohara and Shiro Nakatsuka . 
Salcantay (20,574ft.) 
(Cordillera Vilcabamba) Australians Philip 
Jennings and Wayne Barton and New 
Zea lander Michael Andrews made the first 
ascent of the South East Ridge. The peak was 
also climbed by the Polish (Zakopane) team. 
Pumasillo (19,915ft.) 
(Cordillera Vilcabamba) New Zealand and 
Australian groups were active here. The 
original West Ridge route was climbed by 
Kevin Carroll and Michael Andrews and 
earlier an Australian group failed only 30ft. 
short of the summit. Various teams looked at 
the North Ridge but all decided that it was 
unjustifiably dangerous. 
Mitra (18, 635ft.) 
(Cordillera Vilcabamba) New Zealanders 
David Bamford , Tom Clarkson, Peter Radcliffe 
and Graham McCall um made the first ascent 
of the West Ridge. 
Nevado Veronica (19,336ft.) 
(Cordillera Urabamba) The Polish group of 
Chobak, Laukajtys and Wilczynski , with Roman 
Gutkowski , made the first ascent of the North 
Face with one bivouac in the second week of 
September. This was the fourth overall ascent. 
Huayna Potosi (19,996ft.) 
(Cordillera Real) Americans Jack Millar, Andy 
Daly and Ned Gillette climbed two routes on 
this mountain ; the South East Ridge and the 
East Face (first ascent). They also attempted 
the North East Ridge of 11/imani but were 
unable to complete it because of the length . 
Millar reported that " this intricate rock route 
may prove to be one of the finest in Bolivia ", 
lllampu (20,872ft.) 
(Cordillera Real) An Italian expedition led 
by Carlo Nembrini climbed this mountain in 
four ropes of two on the same day in 
November. During their descent, however, 
Nembrini slipped and fell 1,500ft. to his death. 
Tiquimani (18,208ft.) 
(Cordillera Real) A six-man Austrian group 
led by Rudolf Wurzer made the first ascent of 
the 3,000ft. South Face of this mountain in 
three days. This gave them a difficult ice climb 
which is said to be harder then the 
Gletscherhorn North East Face in Switzerland. 
The party also climbed th e South East Face of 
the mountain which has a difficult hanging 
glacier. In addition, the same group climbed 13 
peaks of over 5,000 metres, made the first 
ascent of the North East Face of Chacacomani 
(19,824ft) and the first ascent of the ice 
faces of the South Face of the North Peak 
and the West Face of the Central Peak of 
11/imani. 
Correspondents: Carter, Millar, Mcilwraith 
and Cieplinska-Bojarska 

NORTH AMERICA 

CANADA 

Bugaboos 
Jon Jones and Sybille Hechtel found a good 
free climb (Degringolade: 1,1 00ft., 5.9) on 
the West Face of Snowpatch Spire. On the 
West Face of North Howser Tower, Steve 
Sutton and Hugh Burton climbed The 
Warrior, a 3,000ft. grade 4. 
The Beckey/ Chouinard route on South 
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Howser Tower has now had a number of 
ascents and is regarded as a superb climb 
comparable in quality to the best rock routes 
in the French Alps. 
Rockies 
Oreamnos (2,000ft . Grade 4, 5.8) , an often 
attempted route on Goat Buttress, finally 
yielded to J ack Firth and Jon Jones. The 
problems here were centred on route -finding 
rather than technical difficulty. 
The East Face of The First Sister (2,000ft. 
Grade 4, 5.7) was climbed by Chris Perry and 
Bugs McKeith, and the Rimwall (1 ,500ft. 
Grade 4, 5.8) fell to Jon Jones and George 
Homer. 
Apart from the big routes on Deltaform, 
Mt. Resplendent and Mt. Andromeda 
(reported in Mountain 31), there were two 
further climbs of interest on the higher peaks. 
Jack Firth and Urs Kallen climbed the 3,000ft. 
North Face Direct on Mt. Patterson, and 
Firth, with Gerry Rogan, also climbed the 
3,000ft. East Face of Mt. Bident. 
Winter Ice-climbing in the Rockies 
This is a most exciting field of activity, which 
is expanding rapidly. Since the first freeze in 
November there has been a rash of good new 
routes. Scottish ice gradings are used . 
Notable achievements include the ascents of 
The Weeping Wall (Grade 5 600ft) , by 
Bugs Mc Keith and Rob Wood in three days ; 
Borgeau Lefthand (Grade 6 600ft.) , by Tim 
Auger, George Homer and Wood, also in three 
days ; and Takakkaw Falls (Grade 6 1,000ft.) , 
by Firth, McKeith, Wood and John Lauchlan , 
again in three days. Bugs Mc Keith writes : 
"The use of the grade 6 will no doubt raise 
eyebrows in Scotland, but since the last two 
climbs could not be climbed in a day we felt 
that this logical extension was justified. Of 
course th is amounts to an open challenge to 
Scottish prima donnas, but visiting contenders 
will find that they face more problems than 
just the climbs themselves. The Takakkaw 
Falls, for instance, is sustained at a similar 
angle to the big pitch on Centre Post Direct 
throughout its entire length (70 °- 90°) . Add 
to that a long approach over deep powder 
snow, spindrift, temperatures as low as - 50°F., 
rotten ice and the need to descend by the 
same route, and the equation becomes rather 
more complex . The season isn't over yet and 
several other big routes are on the drawing 
board." 

UNITED STATES 

Yosemite Valley 
A number of notable ascents from 1973 still 
remain to be reported . Ed Barry, Pete Barton, 
Kevin Worral, John Long and Verne Clevenger 
completed a sustained free climb on Middle 
Cathedral Rock called Stoner Highway. This 
route has ten pitches, seven of which are 
graded 5.10. The Bircheff/ Williams Route on 
Middle Cathedral has been climbed free 
(apart from the pendulum) by George Myers 
and Kevin Worral (Grade 4, 5.11 ) . 
Other hard discoveries here are Free Whee/'n 
(Grade 4, 5.10) by Myers, Worral and Roger 
Breedlove, and Quick Silver (Grade 3, 5.9) by 
Clevenger, Worral and Myers. Notable repeats 
include an outstanding series by Dale Bard 
who climbed Basket Case (third, all nuts) 
with Tim Harrison, Hot Line (second) with 
Clevenger, Cream (fourth, all nuts) also with 
Clevenger and Hourglass Left Side (fourth, 

Yosemite hopeful - Dale Bard 

all nuts) with Harrison and Werner Braun . 
On the big wall front, a group of Czech 
climbers visiting the valley in January, 
achieved notable coups by climbing both the 
Triple Direct and the Salathe Wall (first 
winter ascents) . Though the weather was 
unusually mild they still had to contend with 
long wet sections of free climbing, short 
days and long cold nights. 
Rocky Mountains 
An issue in the area is the removal of the 
cables up the easy route on Longs Peak. The 
Park Service, to their credit, removed the 
cables last year but now pressure to replace 
them has come from two quarters : the Peak 
to Peak Association claims that their removal 
makes the climb too hard, thus denying it to 
many young people who might otherwise 
climb it. They are supported in this by the 
Estes Park Chamber of Commerce, who 
no doubt have an eye to a possible 
decline of business if the mountain is made 
harder. The irony is that the Park Service 
removed the cables because they were leading 
to accidents and stonefalls ; so it may be that 
there is on occasion common ground between 
climbers and safety-mongers. 
North East 
The winter season started off with an epic 
first ascent on Cannon Mountain. John 
Bouchard and Rick Wilcox established a new 
line, Icarus (Grade 5.8, A4) , on January 5th- 6th 
after preparation . The climb was completed 
in clear but very cold conditions, after storms 
had thwarted earlier attempts. Bouchard had 
a serious fall 30ft. from the top of the steep 
section and sustained what was later 
diagnosed as a broken leg. He finished the 
lead, then Wilcox had to lead several pitches 
along a ?iagonal line to escape from the cliff, 
after which they reached the road unassisted. 
Correspondents: McKeith, Bridewell, Carson, 
Covington and Rubin 



Dru Couloir falls to Cecchinel and Jager in four days of high-standard 
ice-climbing. Left-hand Freney Pillar soloed by Pierre Behgin. 

THE ALPS 

SUMMER 1973 

Mt. Blanc: Broulliard Ridge 
The first integral ascent was made over three 
days in late August by Luigino Henry, Cosimo 
Zappelli, Renzo Casson and Rene Salluard . 
Mt. Blanc: Broulliard Face 
The Pilastro Rosso was climbed in mid 
August by R. Bianco and Ugo Manero. 
Mt. Blanc: Freney Face 
The Gervasutti Pillar was repeated last 
summer by P. Bo urges and R. Mizrahi , and was 
later soloed by Pierre Behgin. It is said to be a 
very good mixed route with four difficult rock 
sections . 
Aig. du Geant: East Face 
A new artificial route of great difficulty was 
made on this face by Aristide Galbusera, Henri 
Maugo and Gino Mora , during three days in 
late October . 
Eiger: North Face 
The Japanese Route was climbed over five 
days in August by Jugoslavs, Juek Kotnik 
and Franci Verko. 
Gross Wiesbachhorn: North Face 
The North West Pillar was climbed for the 
first time last August by Kurt Lapuch and 
Alfred Thausing ._The climbers had an 
enjoyable mixed route of no great difficulty. 
Monte Pelmo: North West Face 
(Pelmo Group) Reinhold Messner, Luis 
Vonmetz, Jorg Mayr and Jochen Gruber made 
a new route on this face in August (Grade 5, 
2,600ft.) . This climb was given prominence 
in the July issue of Alpinismus by Toni 
Hiebeler who decided to celebrate his 
departure as Editor of the magazine by 
revealing ten ' last great problems' of the Alps. 
Messner's team moved in rapidly and 
completed the ascent within weeks of the 
publication of the H iebeler I ist. 
Furchetta: West Face 
(Geisler Group) Gruber and Messner also 
made a new route on this face in early 
August (Grade 5 sup.) . 
Sass Rigais: N.E. Spur 
(Geisler Group) The day after their Furchetta 
route Messner and Gruber made another new 
route here (Grade 5) . 
Cima delle Pope: N.W. Face 
(Catinaccio Group) A new route has been 
made here by Bepi di Francesch and Gunter 
Nagler (Grade 5, 1,300ft.) . 

WINTER 1972/ 3 

Mt. Blanc du Tacul: North-East Face 
In late December Bob Shaw and Bob Barton 
made the first winter ascent of the Qui/le 
Couloir. Their line was independent of that 
taken by Bernard Macho last May and may 
well be regarded as a new route . 
Aig. du Midi: North-West Couloir 
Dougal Haston and Guy Neithardt made the 
first winter ascent of the new Gabaron / 
Nicollet Route in mid-January. They reported 
that the couloir gave very hard ice climbing 
with verglassed rocks at the top. 
Aig. du Plan: North Face 
Roger Baxter Jones and Dave Wilkinson made 
an ascent of the face in late December. 

Above: The North East Face of the Grand and Petit Drus with the new North East Couloir route 
marked on the left (with bivouac sites) . The right-hand route was climbed by H. Freres and 
P. Lesueur in 1952. The Niche of the North Face is visible on the right and the Original (Allain) 
Route follows the right skyline. Photo: Walter Cecchinel 

Grand Dru: North-East Couloir 
Walter Cecchinel and Claude Jager have 
made the first ascent of this major line 
between the Grand and Petit Drus. This has 
been a 'last great problem' for a number of 
years and several parties have failed to climb 
it in both winter and summer because of 
stonefall danger, technical difficulty or a 
combination of both. 
It became obvious that the route would have 
to be tackled in winter. First in the field this 
season were Patrick Cordier and Jean 
Afanassief who tried the route in mid· 
November. After four days of sustained effort 
they reached a new high point 1,600ft. up the 
couloir and some 600ft. higher than that 
previously reached by Cecchinel and Nomine 
during their 1970 attempt. At this point they 
were confronted by a steep slab which would 
have required expansion bolts. 
Later Jean Claude Marmier deposited a cache 
at the foot of the route only to be pipped by 

Below: Walter Cecchinel - French ice expert 

Cecchinel and Jager who succeeded in 
climbing the couloir in four days with a 
further two for the descent. The first 1,000ft. 
gave 60 °- 75 ° mixed rock and ice climbing to 
gain the site of the first bivouac. There 
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Information 

Interesting rock-climbing discoveries in Norway by Gordon and 
Duckworth. 

Above: Specialised Simond equipment used 
on the Dru Couloir climb. 

followed a 600ft. section of artificial climbing 
(A2) with the second bivouac halfway. Steep 
ice then led on to the third bivouac 
below a very steep (80 °) ice wall. On the 
final day they climbed this section and 
continued up easier angled ice to gain the 
breche between the two summits. The 
climbers were using Simond equipment which 
seems greatly to have assisted their progress. 
Their ice hammers were attached to the 
waist (rather than to a chest loop) and this 
allowed the climbers to suspend themselves 
and leave both hands free to insert ice screws. 
It is claimed that Simond crampons do not 
suffer from the brittleness associated with 
other makes as they are made from a special 
metal which also retains its sharpness for a 
long time. Nevertheless Cecchinal carried two 
pairs and changed halfway up the route 
Graded ED sup, this route seems to rank as 
one of the most sustained and difficult ice 
climbs yet achieved in the Alps, and first class 
equipment and techniques clearly played a 
major part in the ascent. 
La Ruinette: North Face 
A new direct route has been established on 
this face to the left of the Via/lier/ Berth et 
Route. It was climbed by Marco Bruchez and 
Vincent May - in late December 
presumably because a summer ascent would 
have been rendered too dangerous by 
stonefall. The pair spent a day fixing ropes on 
the rock spur directly below the summit. They 
returned to the Cabane Dix for the night and 
went back next day to embark on the ascent. 
The rock difficulties continued with a passage 
of TD sup. ; the climbers bivouacked two thirds 
of the way up the face and finished up snow 
covered rock the following day. 
Mt. Blanc du Cheilon: North-West Face 
A new route was established on the mixed 
face to the right of the Gallet Ridge by Guy 
Genoud and Michel Petermann in eight hours 
in late December. A few days later Roland 
Moix made the first solo winter ascent of the 
Jenkins Ridge on the North East Face. 
Nesthorn: North Face 
The second winter ascent of this face has 
been made by A. Sauge, 0. Peterman and two 
others, with one bivouac on the summit ridge. 

CORRECTIONS 

In Mountain 30, Pete Boardman's partner on 
the reported ascents of various Oberland ice 
routes was Bob Barton, not Dave Barton as 
stated . 
In Mountain 31, Griffin and Everett's ascent 
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Above: A selection of recent winter and summer routes on the South and Central Buttresses of 
Stab Caire nan Lochan: 1. Crowstep V.S . (Dunn and Houston, 1971 . Approx. line) ; 2 . Unicorn , 
V.S. (Marshall and Campbell, 1967); 3 . Scansor, V.S. (Braithwaite and Cohen, 1972); 4 . Central 
Grooves/East Face, V.S . (Bryan and Robb, 1964. Approx. line) ; 5. Satyr, V.S . (Nunn, Street and 
Morgan, 1973). Winter routes: a. Direct Route (Knowles and party, 1973); b. Evening Citizen 
(Spence, Macinnes and Thompson , 1973) . Photo: Robin Campbell 

of the Right Hand Broul/iard Pillar was 
probably the third, not the second as reported . 
Correspondents: Haston, Bradley, Salkeld, 
Cecchinel, Tasker and Contamine 

NORWAY 

Setestral Valley 
This area, 50 miles north of Kristiansand en 
route for Romsdal, has opportunities for 
worthwhile rock climbing development on 
medium sized cliffs close to the road. There 
is an imposing slabby buttress opposite the 
bridge at Storstraumen (five miles north of 
Bygland) where two long routes have been 
developed : Baresark (HVS, 1,600ft.), which 
goes up to the obvious central overhang and 
rounds it to the left, and Jerimiah (XS, 
1,750ft.), which takes a direct line up to 
the twin cracks splitting the right end of 
the overhang, moves right and then back left 
along ledges. 
Another fine cliff north of the village of 

Ose has a superb corner line that gave six 
pitches of very hard climbing (Mindbender: 
XS. 700ft.) . All these routes were climbed by 
Ian Duckworth and Phil Gordon (sharing 
leads) with G. Morgan accompanying them 
on Jerimiah . Duckworth reports that 
"although the area lacks the remoteness of the 
big mountain regions, there are ample 
opportunities to make new routes in pleasant 
surroundings" . Full descriptions will be 
published in the next ACG Bulletin. 
Correspondent: Ian Duckworth 

BRITISH ISLES 

SCOTLAND 

A final verdict on the summer of '73 
Robin Campbell writes: 
"It was the quietest season for many a long 
year, with the level of new route activity 
reassuringly low. For this relief we have to 
thank much bad weather and the absence of 
many notables on fruitless trips abroad . 

-,., Left: Paul Nunn 
' (right) and Jack 
~ Street - Sassenach 

, .• ~ raiders grabbing ripe 
· • Scottish plums. 
! Photo: Leo Dickinson 



Myhi/1 and·Jones add route to Raven Crag, 
Thirlmere. 

In the far north, two good routes were made 
in the Fionaven range by Paul Nunn and his 
friends, at Whitsun : Pilastre, a 575ft. VS on 
Cnoc A 'Mhadaidh (Boysen and Nunn), and 
Succubus, a 750ft. VS on Creag Alasdair 
(Trevor Briggs, Nunn and John Smith) . Nunn 
returned later in the year with Jack Street 
and Jeff Morgan to add a companion route to 
Central Grooves on Stab Caire nan Lochan, 
in Glencoe. This route, Satyr (350ft, VS) , 
brings the number of good hard climbs in the 
corrie to four, and should help to attract 
climbers to a ridiculously neglected crag. 
In the East, in addition to the routes reported 
in Mountain 30, Greg Strange and others 
made two new routes on Creag an Dubh 
Loch. Cyclops (1,000ft., VS) gave Strange 
and Mike Freeman a line between Blue Max 
and Black Mamba. The other route, 
Falconhurst (500ft., VS), was climbed by 
Les Brown, Doug Lang and Strange, and 
takes the wall between Culloden and the 
right edge. 
Of the other routes done, only Stoic (250ft., 
VS), put up by John Gillespie and Bill 
Skidmore in Caire na Ceum, Arran, seems 
to come up to scratch . Although short, this 
crag, a discovery of the late Andrew Maxfield, 
is acquiring something of a reputation " . 

LAKE DISTRICT 

Thirlmere Area 
A new route has been added to Raven Crag 
by Ken Jones and Keith Myhill. The Empire 
(XS, 260ft.) starts right of Totalitarian and 
climbs directly up the wall between that and 
Anarchist. This gave a very difficult climb 
with pitches of 5b, 5c, 5b and 5c and is one 
of the most technically sustained and serious 
routes on the lower Lakeland crags. Jones 
described it as "a major breakthrough ... 
snatched from the insular Lakeland syndrome". 

SOUTH WEST ENGLAND 

Avon Gorge 
In Mountain 32 we erroneously credited 
Crocker and Ford with a route called 
Desecrator. The route was in fact discovered 
by Putnam, Hicks and Tadd and was 
previously reported in Mountain 23. This 
error was caused by our misreading of a piece 
of duplicated information that was sent to us. 
M ount ain Rescue in t he South-West 
From next April, police forces for Bristol and 
Somerset merge, which will make Avon police 
responsible not only for rescues in the Gorge, 
but also at Cheddar and the new climbing 
areas of the Exmoor coast, many of which are 
several miles from the nearest road head. 
At the moment the police rescue team makes 
use of a crane which is driven along the top 
of the Avon Gorge and used to lower 
policemen to the injured climber. This system, 
which proved hopelessly inadequate on the 
Suspension Bridge Cliff in December, would 
be of little use at Cheddar nor on the coast. 
Obviously, a lot of people are giving this 
matter some thought. Chief Superintendent 
Grant, for instance, who is in charge of 
rescues, thinks climbing should be banned on 
cliffs where his equipment cannot be used. 
Mike Sutton, of the British Survival Research 
Team, in a letter which appeared in Mountain 
Life, announced his intention of forming a 
rocks rescue team to back up the police. 
Finally, Clevedon policeman Peter Wells, who 

Above : John Adams on Black Pig XS, 
Proctor's and Birt/es' fine route on St. Bees 
Head. After an intensive spell of exploration 
here a few years ago the cliff has failed to 
capture the interest of the mainstream of 
Lakeland climbers. Photo: Colin Read 

has been cl imbing at Avon and Cheddar for 
eight years, is planning to get out a paper and 
call together a working party to discuss all 
aspects of the problem in the hope of 
satisfying climbers and, if necessary, affecting 
police attitudes. Clearly, some initiative is 
urgently required if climbing is to remain 
unaffected by this increasing official concern . 
Correspondents: Campbell, Macinnes, Jones, 
Todd and Salkeld. 

OBITUARI ES 
Marco Franceschini 
46 -year -old Franceschini, a law yer from 
Trento, was killed in October 1972 when his 
light aircraft crashed on Corsica . One of the 
leading Dolomite climbers after the Second 
World War, his ascents included important 
Brenta classics like the Grafter Route on 
Cima Tosa and the Via def/a Concordia on the 
Cima d'Ambiez. With Marino Stenico he made 
the second ascent of the So!da Route on the 
Marmo/ata di Penia . Between 1959 and 1964, 
Franceschini was the President of the Trento 
Film Festival. 
Peter Aufschnaiter 
Aufschnaiter, an agriculturalist from Kitzbi.ihl , 
died in Innsbruck in October at the age of 74. 
He took part in the German Kangchenjunga 
Expeditions of 1929 and 1931 , and in 1939 
he led the four -man party that attempted to 
climb the Diamir Flank of Nanga Parbat. This 
was a remarkably adventurous undertaking on 
a mounta in, still unclimbed, that had already 
claimed many victims. They reached a height 
of 20,000ft. On their return war was 
declared and Aufschnaiter, Heinrich Harrer 
and the others were interned in India. In 1943 
Aufschnaiter, Harrer and five others escaped 
and after many adventures they arrived in 
Lhasa. They worked there for many years as 
helpers to the Tibetan Regency Government 
but when the Chinese moved in, 
Aufschnaiter contined his willing exile in 
Nepal. Here he amassed an enormous 
knowledge of the Himalayas and will be 
particularly remembered for his mapping of 
the Langtang area. He returned to Austria 
only a few months before his death. 
Felix Kuen 
35 -year-old Kuen, a mountain guide from 
Innsbruck, took his own life in January. 
He was a very experienced alpinist 
(North Faces of Matterhorn, Jorasses and 
Eigerwand) and expeditioner. He climbed 
Jirishanca (1966), Nanga Parbat (1971) and 
on Everest (1972) . On Nanga Parbat he 
reached the top of the Rupal Flank and 
played a pivotal part in the drama and in the 
ensuing wrangle between Herrligkoffer and 
Messner. His 
position in all of this 
remained enigmatic 
though in general 
he tended to support 
the Herrligkoffer 
line. On Everest, 
again as a member 
of a Herrligkoffer 
team, he figured 
prominently in con 
troversy again when 
he and others fell 
out with the British 
members of the party. Nevertheless, with Ad i 
Huber, he went on to reach the high point on 
the South West Face, which together with 
his Ru pal climb shows that he was a 
persistent high-altitude climber. With Kuen's 
death, only four of the ten men who have 
stood on the top of Nanga Parbat are still al ive. 

Two well known young American climbers 
met their deaths in Britain last year. Rocky 
Keeler an Easterner, killed on Ben Nevis, w as 
known particularly for his leadership of the 
successful expedition to Mt. Huntington in 
1972. Don Jensen who was hit by a car 
while cycling in Scotland was also an 
experienced Alaskan climber. He took part in 
the expedition that climbed Mt. McKinley's 
Wickersham Wall in 1963 and was a member 
of the team that climbed the West Face of 
Mt. Huntington in 1966. Previously he had 
partnered Dave Roberts in an epic attempt on 
Mt. Deborah More recently Jensen was a 
guide in California and the driving force of 
Rivendell Mountain Works which has 
developed some imaginative pieces of 
equipment. 
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The South Face of Devil's Thumb 
by Chris Jones 

In August 1942, two teenage brothers from Washington 
State, Fred and Helmy Beckey, packed and skied into the 
desolate British Columbia Coast Range to make the second 
ascent of Mt. Waddington (13,260ft.), at that time the most 
notorious peak in North America. The mountain had repulsed 
some half dozen serious attempts before its first ascent in 
1936 by Fritz Wiessner and Bill House, and the Beckey 
brothers' success was as remarkable as the original climb. 

Following this ascent, Fred Beckey, the younger of the two 
brothers, soon to become America's foremost alpinist, and 
Wiessner, master climber of the pre-war era, began to 
correspond about an equally alluring peak on the British 
Columbia/ Alaska border: Devil's Thumb, a peak that 
Weissner had already approached . Shortly after the end of 
World War II, Beckey and Weissner, accompanied by 
Donald Brown, cut their way through the virtually 
impenetrable brush guarding the approaches to Devil's 
Thumb, and began to relay loads up the glacier. 
Unfortunately, Weissner twisted his knee while thrashing 
through the undergrowth and he and Brown were obliged 
to return home. Beckey, however, was not going to give up : 
he wired two Seattle friends, Bob Craig and Cliff 
Schmidtke, to get the hell up to Alaska . 
Faced with a combination of poor weather and technical 
difficulty, it was not until their fourth attempt that Beckey 
and his companions mastered the peak. The climb was 
the first in Alaska to require an advanced rock and ice 

technique, and it was one on which Beckey exhibited two 
characteristics that stayed with him over the years: sure 
route-finding ability and an unwillingness to be beaten. 
Following this 1946 ascent, Devil's Thumb was left 
alone until 1970, when Canadian Dick Culbert, the 
contemporary climber most familiar with British Columbia's 
Coast Range, extended his interest to the Alaskan Coast 
Range and climbed the complete East Ridge, a route 
repeated the following year. Two years later, Culbert 
returned to make the first ascent of the Thumb's spectacular 
satellite peak, the Cat's Ear Spire. That autumn, Culbert 
spread out his pictures for me on the floor of his living room ; 
the 2,500ft. South Face of the Devil's Thumb made an 
indelible impression on my mind. 

The South Face of Devil's 
Thumb with the route and 
bivouacs marked. The photo 
above shows the peak from 
across the Stikine Icecap, 
with the South Face 
directly below the summit, 
the Cat's Ear Spire on the 
left, the Beckey route up the 
snow slopes on the right 
and the East Ridge forming 
the right skyline. 
Photos: Dick Culbert 
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Lico Tejada-Flores breaking through the pre!,mmarv overhangs. Photo: Jones 

The Witches' Cauldron: my old friends, George Lowe and 
Lito Tejada-Flores, are busy collecting the air drop. The last 
time we were together in the mountains was in Chamonix, 
in 1965; over the years our paths have crossed and 
recrossed, until now we are on the road again . The last 
weeks have been hectic, the trip almost abandoned when 
George and I found ourselves a team of two, only saved by 
Lita's ready reply: "Sure, I'll come, what the hell." There 
followed the last minute panics, with masses of gear 
spilling out of Lita's apartment on to the Berkeley streets, 
the long drive through the northern wastes of Canada, the 
excitement of arriving in the Alaskan coastal port of 
Petersburg, the plane ride into Scenery Lake, the farce of 
losing the way and clawing up vertical brush, and then the 
first sobering view of the Thumb. 
Now we are face to face with our illusions ; this is the time 
when dreams have to be squared with reality. There is no 
time for self-doubt; after a week of solid rain in 
Petersburg - the locals call the rain "sumdum sunshine" -
the weather is clearing. All our research has impressed on 
us one thing: good days are rare in the Alaskan Coast 
Range. 
As soon as we have collected our margarine-and-soap
spattered air drop, we begin the old game of sorting out 
loads for the climb. Five days on the peak translate into a 
mound of food, full bivouac gear, ice climbing equipment 
and a Yosemite big-wall selection of hardware. As provider 
of the huge haul bag, I get to carry the infernal object, and 
stagger up toward the Thumb with this crazy, top-heavy 
thing lurching about on my back. 
From a midday start we arrive near the foot of the South 
Face, bivouac in the snow, and discover the truth about the 
twenty-hour Alaskan climbing day : it's fine the first day, 
but after that the routine is climb until near midnight and 
get up at 7.0 a.m., with the sun already high in the sky. 
The lower pitches are intricate, as we force a barrier of 
overhangs, then more straightforward up a series of leaning 
corners. Dusk comes too quickly, but, huddled into our 
sleeping bags, we have only two concerns : the weather 
and the occasional falling ice. To our left the Cat's Ear 
Spire soars into the sky ; the summit of Devil's Thumb 
itself is so distant as to be unreal. 
In fleeting sunshine and cloud we press on the next day 
into the mid -section of the face. Chamonix-like granite, 

" - if 4' 

George Lowe in the afternoon of the third day in worsening weather. Photo: Jones 
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cracks, chimneys and walls lead us on ; as we inch our way 
up, the weather worsens. Rain slicks the rocks, and Lito 
voices doubts about continuing. When dark comes we are 
climbing in driving sleet, working against time to fix two 
pitches above our bivouac. With every pitch we are both 
nearer the top and more committed. As I return from the 
lead to our tiny ledge, Lito peers out of the bivi sack and 
hands me hot Jello . I slowly sip it down, warming my 
hands on the mug. God, it tastes good! The bivouac is a 
cramper. Lito and I hang our legs into space and lean up 
against the belay ropes, balancing the stove on our knees 
and clutching all our odds and ends lest they vanish for 
ever into the Witches' Cauldron. Above, George scrunches 
on to a sloping slot. It continues to snow and rain all night, 
but inside our bivi sacks we keep tolerably dry. 
We came to Alaska expecting to have to climb in bad 
weather. In theory, we are well-prepared to continue. 
Looking at George and Lito, I sense we have the resources 
to see the job through, and I know George feels the same. 
Shouldering our packs we prusik up the icy ropes and into 
the snow-plastered dihedral. The second lead of the day is 
a key one. As I climb to the top of a corner the wind 
screams at me, but above I find a sheltered niche and gaze 
up at what has to be the summit dihedral. Below me, 

Lowe and Tejada-Flores after the bivouac on the summit ridge. Photo: Jones 

George and Lito are hauling the gear and cleaning the last 
pitch. They have no real idea of where we are on the wall . 
Fixing the lead rope, I descend 70ft. into the gale and 
manage to shout down : "The summit dihedral." Straining 
for the reply, I sense the relief in their voices. Wind, 
snowed -up rock and iced ropes take their toll on the last 
pitches, and it is not until late at night that we pull on to 
the summit and excavate a bivouac. Once inside the bivi 
sacks, we wring the water out of our sleeping bags ; some 
remains and turns to ice overnight, but we nevertheless 
sleep warmly, our selection of synthetic over down bags 
making a vital difference. 
By morning we are covered with several inches of new snow. 
The summit ridge is disarmingly narrow, the unthinkable 
drops to either side hidden by persistent cloud. In a 
virtual white -out, we pass over what has to be the summit 
and peer into the distance, looking for the start of our 
descent route, which will follow that used by the 1971 
party. George spots a rappel sling; we set off into the 
swirling mist. Shouted directions, figures disappearing in 
the murk, continuing sleet, worries over hypothermia, the 
upper plateau , total white-out, crevasses and, at 11 .0 p.m., 
our fifth bivouac . 

The sixth day continues as the last, but George, using some 
uncanny sixth sense, steers us through the one opening 
that connects the upper plateau of Devil 's Thumb to our 
camp in the Witches' Cauldron. Three weary humans make 
their way home. 
A week later we are back in Petersburg: " the boys from the 
Devil 's Thumb", as the locals call us. The Alaskans are 
genuinely friendly to us, and if mountaineering appears odd 
to them that is only to be expected. We who live in the 
' lower forty-eight' have to manufacture our adventures; in 
Alaska, life itself is an adventure. 

SUMMARY 
Alaska: Coast Range. Devil's Thumb (9,077ft.). The first ascent of 
the South Face in July 1973 by George Lowe, Chris Jones and Lita 
Tejada -Flores. 



Above: An aerial shot of the top section of the South Face, with the summit dihedral clearly picked out by shadow. The Cat's Ear Spire is on the left. 
Photo: Dick Culbert. Below left: The third day: Tejada Flores with the Cat's Ear Spire in the background. Photo: Jones. Below right: Jones in the 
summit dihedral on the fourth day. Photo: Lowe 
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A Clean Grade Six 
by Bruce Carson 

Until fairly recently, aid-climbing was synonymous with hammering in 
a series ot pitons, while free-climbers too rarely ventured on any but 
the shortest climbs without a couple of pitons and a hammer. 
However, the advent of nuts has changed and extended the scope of 
both types of climbing . 

Nuts were first used in conjunction with pitons on free-climbs. Later, 
as their variety increased, climbers began to use them instead of pitons, 
not only for protection and belaying on free-climbs, but also 
increasingly in special situations on aid-climbs - in dealing with loose 
flakes and shallow cracks, for instance. Certain climbers came to feel 
that nuts were aesthetically preferable to pitons, in that they helped to 
preserve climbs for the enjoyment of others. 

In Yosemite, the tendency to use pitons instead of nuts has been taken 
a stage further. Most people still carry a 'pin' rack as well as nuts, and 
have no qualms about using the pitons . Recently, however, there has 
been a drive towards using nuts wherever possible, as for instance on 
the almost clean ascents of the Nose of El Capitan. The satisfaction to 
be gained from this distinct and challenging climbing game is 
apparent in the following account of a climb done with the 
'chocks-only' ethic as the guiding principle. Royal Robbins 

It started in a winter bull session. Late one night at the 
Swallow's Nest, in Seattle, we discussed aid-climbing on 
nuts - without a hammer. After all, everyone climbs the 
grade 6's these days, right? There had to be some way to 
regain the excitement and uncertainty of a real challenge. 
Wasn't clean climbing on a big wall a viable alternative to 
normal aid tactics? 
So I argued, though others were sceptical. Once you stand 
on a nut, you'll need a hammer to tap it from the bottom so 
you can get it out, they said. Besides, what about those 
shaky spots where a touch of the hammer on a placement 
or two might mean the difference between continuing and 
a long series of rappels down? But as I saw it the essence 
of the challenge was the adventure of starting up, knowing 
that there was a good chance of failure, and being prepared 
to focus all one's skills and energy on the task in hand. 
There was much talk, but little action, and it was a year 
before any of us actually tried a long route. Finally, Dave 
Anderson and I climbed the North Face of the Rostrum 
(grade 5, 5.9, A2) in one wild day of nuts and jam-cracks. 
We far exceeded our expectations, doing the route without 
any fixed pins and by-passing most of the bolts. Next day, 
we climbed the Far West Route on Rixon's Pinnacle, which, 
although a shorter climb, had far harder nutting. Arter that, 
we felt that nothing could stop us. We made plans to do a 
grade 6, the West Face of Sentinel, the next weekend. 
This elegant route (grade 6, 5.9, A4) was first climbed in 
1960, by Yvon Chouinard and Tom Frost. As the guidebook 
says, "this bold route has become one of the classic 
big-wall routes of Yosemite, characterized by clean rock, 
difficult climbing and a lack of any 'offending' easy 
sections or big ledges". Most important for us, the section 
which earns the climb its A4 rating is a trP·Jerse under an 
expanding roof-flake, which we guessed could probably be 
done on nuts. Also, as there are no really small cracks, 
there was no need for special nuts smaller than the No. 1 
Stoppers and Copper-heads we had. We decided to give it a 
try. 
The best laid plans ... In the middle of the week I received 
a card from Dave saying that he was on his way north to do 
some mountain climbing. I had really wanted to do 
Sentinel, and Dave was certainly the person to do it with . 
I managed to do a couple more clean climbs, but it just 
wasn't the same. Busy time at work soon kept me at home 
at weekends anyway. 
Two months later, in July, the Central Valley of California 
was getting to me, and I hit upon the idea of doing the 
West Face alone. Surely this would get me away for at 
least a few days, without subjecting me to the indignities 
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of Camp ~- Friday afternoon saw me on the freeway 
entrance in Modesto, equipped with bivi gear, ropes, a rack 
chock-full of fifty nuts from four inches down, and an 
ou_tst~etched t~umb. Good rides and good people got me to 
M1dpines, a minute settlement on the way to Yosemite, 
where I spent six hours hitching and screaming at 
encapsulated people passing by at 60 m.p.h. Eventually, 
one mentally exhausted climber was dropped off at the base 
of Sentinel at nine o'clock on Saturday morning. 

I was already half-way shot by the hitch in, and the hike to 
the base of the climb with that ridiculous load took care of 
th_e re_st of my meagre mental resources. But finally I was 
climbing, metal softly joining with rock as my haul sac and 
I worked up the wall. This was the way it was supposed 
t? be. The B_arnett solo system was working smoothly, the 
aid was straightforward, though steep, and I was digging it. 
That first pitch made me think that it was right, I really 
belonged there. 

Unfortunately, the rest of the pitches weren't the same. The 
nutting was tricky on at least part of each of the next 
eleven pitches. Nothing really hard, but a tenseness that 
wouldn't disappear. That Saturday I somehow went astray 
twice, ending up doing two pendulums back on to route, 
meaning more complications, more work, more wear and 
t~ar on body and mind. There is a good bivouac ledge four 
pitches up, and already I was tired. Well, I could fix a 
couple of pitches, and feel that I had done a good day's 
work. 
From the ledge, according to the guidebook, "a tricky corner 
leads up 60ft .... " Soon I was at the beginning of the 
"feared and dreaded" expanding flake traverse. A friend who 
had done the route using pins had said that this was one of 
~wo pos~i?le turn-back points. Two small nuts tied together 
in opposItIon to get started didn't make for a good omen. 
Fortunately, it rapidly got easier, and the rest of the 
pitch se~med a romp. I set up another hanging station, with 
nuts facing both up and down to resist a pull from any 
direction, and rappelled to the ledge. 
After a hot night, I started cleaning the pitch. When I 
jumared to the beginning of the traverse, the first three 
nuts past a sling pulled out. This wasn't so bad, since 
there wa~ a solid fixed pin and a good nut beyond them, so 
I set the Jumars as far forward as possible and cut the sling. 
As I pendulumed across the face, I wondered when I 
would stop. The fixed pin hadn't been more than a few feet 
away, and according to the plan the total swing should 

Left: Yosemite Valley's 
Sentinel Rock. Oblique 
sunlight picks out the 
various lines on the 
1,500ft. North Face, on the 
left. The West Face is on 
the right. The Chouinard/ 
Frost route is marked, 
T indicating the traverse. 
Carson's bivouacs are 
marked with circles. 
Photo: Ken Wilson 
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have been about six feet. I came to rest about twenty feet 
below the roof, with a stack of hardware above the jumars, 
blood on my hands, and a new respect for the expandability 
of the crack. 
An aid pitch , with one or two tricky placements, led to the 
base of the impressive Dog - Leg Cracks. I sweated, jammed 
and aided my way up for two supposedly all -free pitches, 
adding to the mess on my hands. Luckily, ground hands 
don't really make the climbing more difficult, just less 
enjoyable. At least this section was the same on nuts as on 
bongs, perhaps even easier. It led to a small ledge at the 
base of two guidebook '5.8, A2 ' pitches. 

After eighty feet on straightforward aid, a step right 
dumped me in a big shallow crack. Fifteen feet up this I 
turned back, retreating to my well -stocked haul sac to get 
the big nuts. For hours I fought that crack, the worst pitch 
on the climb . The first ascensionists had placed knifeblades 
for aid on the rotten rock at the back, while I used my one 
tube chock over and over again on the outside, and small 
nuts in shallow holes on the inside. Mixed in with this were 
short sections of desperate free-climbing, near my limit. 
Why had Dave forsaken me? I needed him now. My most 
vivid memory is hanging from a loose armlock, cleaning out 
the crack below a pin scar with a sardine -can opener, 
wishing I had brought a 5" nut. 

In the middle of the crack it became apparent that I wasn't 
going to finish it that pitch. I kept waiting for a good 
spot to belay from, but the nuts were never that good, so I 
just kept on going. Finally, the crack narrowed and 
deepened just as I ran totally out of rope and started to 
lead on the haul line. Chocks went in like a dream there, 
and I really got into it, placing half-a-dozen when two 
would have sufficed. 

Though I had only climbed four pitches, I was already done 
in; I climbed one more long one before settling down on a 
ledge for the night, legs in my haul sac to keep me from 
sliding down. 
The rest of the climb was more straightforward. As the angle 
lessened and the climbing got easier, the hauling became 
more of a problem than the climbing. I spent the entire day 
dealing with overloaded haul sacs and rucksacks, the last 
few low-angle pitches, the long hike down and the 
nine-hour hitch home. But by merely changing the rules 
I had gleaned an adventure from a trade route. 
SUMMARY 
Yosemite Valley: California. Sentinel, West Face. An account 
of a solo ascent of the Chouinard/ Frost Route in July, 1973. The climb 
was particularly noteworthy, as Carson did not take pitons or a hammer 
with him ; he relied almost entirely on nuts for the aid -climbing . 



Little Orme-a personal view 
by Bob Shepton 

"What are you like at artificial?" asked the voice at the 
other end of the 'phone. 
"Well," I replied, "I haven't done that much, but I' ll 
come and take them out for you. " 

Next morning, Rowland Edwards and I stood gazing at the 
sea from the promenade at Llandudno. 

" What we need are some canoes," declared Rowland . 
" We've got plenty at the school," I said . 

Another little car trip, much stuffing of gear into plastic 
bags, a wet launching and an even wetter landing, and we 
were ensconced on a tiny pebble beach, immediately below 
a huge, black, leaning wall on the right-hand side of the 
Little Orme. It would have been far too easy to start right 
away on as serious a route as this ; we had to wait for the 
tide to go down so that we could reach our intended 
starting point on the big wall. A long wait, an abortive 
attempt, a change of venue, some slipping and sliding on 
seaweed on the first slab up to the overhang, some loose 
rock and a peg for a short line to make access easier next 
time ; and that was all we managed that day. 
On our next attempt the tides worked out a little better and 
I saw the expert at work. Pegs went in swiftly and 
smoothly, if only half-way, on the big leaning wall. Steady, 
upward progress. But the tide's equally steady inward 
progress led to the leader's hasty retreat down the line of 
pegs before he had even reached the first belay, for fear of 
his second being completely submerged. Somehow I never 
did get on to that big wall: Rowland finally climbed it in a 
sixteen-hour stint with Frank Harvey, producing The Wall 
of Evening Light - a worthy counterpart to Detritus, on the 

other side of this huge, complex cliff. 
These two routes must surely comprise some of the finest 
artificial climbing in the country. They are big, giving 
500ft. or so of mainly aid climbing, and are obviously very 
serious undertakings. Access is not easy, and the less 
skilled or experienced can probably reckon on having to 
bivouac half -way up. But to give the impression that the 
climbing on the Little Orme is all as serious as this, or 
even that it is all artificial , would be entirely misleading . 
Certainly, when one views the cliff from afar, it looks huge, 
forbidding, and almost impregnable. Even on closer 
acquaintance some have been put off by its vegetated, 
perhaps even loose, appearance. It is not until you get to 
grips with the rock itself that you realize how clean, solid 
and satisfying most of the lines can be. 
It all really depends on your own attitude and preferences. 
It is limestone, with all that that implies by way of 
steepness and exposure, but the holds are there, usually. It 
is certainly big and serious ; access is a problem in most 
areas ; and there is grass near some of the climbs, though 
the lines themselves are mainly clean. If all this 
constitutes a challenge, then you will like it ; if not, go 
elsewhere, but then you will miss the exhilaration of the 
steepness and the superb open situations which perhaps 
only a limestone sea -cliff of these proportions can give. 
By way of illustration: one professional climbing instructor 
I tried to introduce to the cliff took a look at the climbs, 
starting from the Allotment (where admittedly you can see 
neither their tops nor how long they are) , and commented : 
"Looks like the dying gasp of a man who must find new 
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1 Rabble Rouser vs 7 Loose Exit vs 
2 Genesis HVS 8 Bender HVS 
3 Big Flake vs 9 Wall of Caves vs 
4 Quietus XS 10 Sea Crack HVS 
5 Tartarean HVS 11 Sickle vs 
Sa Tartarean Left HVS 11a Sickle left HVS 
Sb Quorn XS 12 Kittie's Groove HVS 
6 Detritus HVS, A3 13 Gillie's Groove HVS 

- - - - - - Normal Approaches, Abseils etc. •..... Low Tide approaches 

routes". Later, he abseiled off a route on another section 
with the comment, "Not for me". In contrast, two schoolboys 
who followed up on the true second ascent of Rapunzel 
(Rowland Edwards had climbed it himself more than once 
before) so enjoyed it that they berated their weary leader 
in no uncertain terms : "What's all the fuss about? You 
can't call that Hard VS"; and again, a fifty-year-old 
schoolmaster, climbing Rabble Rouser as only his second 
VS of a lifetime, got benighted on the traverse under the 
top roofs and nearly lost his glasses making a final 
desperate leap for the end ledge in the dark, but still 
declared it a great climb. Being a vicar I believe, of course, 
in absolutes, but this is perhaps a realm where personal 
relativity does apply! You either like it, or hate it. 

But back to the routes themselves. On the far left of the 
complex is the Amphitheatre, a long curving sweep of wall 
dropping directly into the sea; here, Rabble Rouser (VS) is 
fast establishing itself as the classic, and not without 
reason. For a start, there is relatively simple access down 
a steep grass arete on the left-hand side of the 
Amphitheatre. This is followed by an easy traverse right to 
a large ledge and metal boating ( ?) spike. Here the action 
really begins, with a delightfully delicate traverse across 
a slab wall poised tantalizingly above the broiling brine 
beneath. This is unfortunately followed• by a broken section 
of rock and then grass with rock-holds behind, leading to a 
large grass ledge. Now a zigzag of cleaned white rock goes 
up to the first overhang. Go up and traverse strenuously 
below it, until it turns into a continuous vertical layback 
crack, which seems to go on and on and on, until at last, 
thankfully, an airy belay appears on the left at the very top. 
The last pitch is equally intriguing - a long traverse ri~ht 
under the lip of the final roof, 200ft. above the sea, with 
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14 Easy Rider vs 21 The Diamond XS, A3 
15 Rapunzel HVS 22 Rhiwledyn vs 
16 Auk's Route XS 23 Tradesman's 
17 Vertex (Thate) HVS Entrance vs 
17a Vertex Right HVS 24 Scoop Route s 
18 Thule HVS 25 Changeling vs 
19 Wall of Evening Light HVS, A3 26 Hydro HVS 
20 Gemstone XS 27 Shazam HVS 

Photodiagrams: Ken Wilson 

some strenuous technical moves when one is nice and 
tired at the end. 
The next two climbs share the same start with Rabble 
Rouser, but traverse further on to the face. Genesis (HVS), 
as its name implies, was created out of the earth, but only 
took three days to clean, by abseil , and is now a fine line; it 
gives a steep and technical middle pitch which ends in an 
even more airy belay poised on small ledges, apparently in 
the middle of nowhere, looking straight down into the sea . 
The Great Flake goes still further to the right, to the top 
of the huge flake in the middle of the Amphitheatre face, 
and then straight up the steep wall behind . Remote and 
rather dramatic. 
On the other side of the Amphitheatre there are again 
three climbs, all sharing the same start and reached by a 
reasonably easy abseil. Quietus, at Extreme, is the hardest 
and is, I am reliably informed, in the upper regions of this 
grade. It is likely to become a classic, but has not yet had 
many ascents, for obvious reasons. From below the_ wall 
looks completely blank, but as long as you keep going the 
holds keep coming, though it is difficult actually to see 
them! Tartarean, at a more reasonable standard (HVS) , is in 
much the same sort of category, especially if you take the left 
exit, which gives a fine 15~ft. rising _tr~verse ~here _again 
the holds just keep on coming. Quam _is the final climb here, 
shorter, but harder, with a steep technical wall half-way, 
which unfortunately is seldom dry - but well worth it for 
all that. 
All the climbs in this area have had specific mention, as 
this is likely to be the most popular area at least for a 

Right: Malcolm Creasey seconding on the first ascent of Gemstone. 
Photo: Rowland Edwards 
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Above: Ken Toms seconding the crux pitch of Quietus during the first ascent. This climb is regarded as the most difficult in the Amphitheatre area 
and is typified by complex route-finding up steep, poorly-protected slabs. Photo: Rowland Edwards 

while. Access is comparatively easy, the climbs are big, 
involving some 500-700ft. of climbing, and the line of 
virtually every climb can be seen in its entirety from the 
bottom. But this must not be taken as denigrating the 
excellent fare in other areas. 
The huge jutting wall of Detritus separates the Amphitheatre 
from the Allotment, a vast ledge filled with grass and wild 
cabbage, halfway up the cliff. This is reached by a 50ft. 
abseil which, though short, still commits you to climbing at 
VS standard, or at least to taking prusiks. From here, 
Rapunzel is the prize, and all the eulogi~s that have 
appeared about it in print are well deserved . It starts over 
on the right, just beyond a small jutting ramp. A short 
warm-up by way of a small scoop is followed by a rather 
delicate traverse, with the ground falling away ever more 
steeply below towards the Rubble Buttress. But it is the 
second pitch that delights. From the belay-ledge, the 
overhang above looks impossible, but somebody has been 
up there before, so it must go. A short ascent to the right 
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up to the overhang, two chocks in the crack below the lip, 
a step right, and lo and behold three huge jugs lead 
strenuously to a narrow ledge above. From here, the climb 
goes virtually straight on up. A steep wall bars progress 
and is only overcome by courage and some delicate 
manoeuvres leading eventually to a ledge and scoop. It was 
here, on the second ascent, that a battle ensued between a 
fulmar and the leader. The ledge had to be gained; the bird 
would not budge. Disgusting. If you have ever been gobbed 
at by a fulmar you will know what I mean. From the ledge, 
the blank wall above can only be surmounted by a sort of 
reversed shuffle, enabling a high hidden hand-hold to be 
reached, in a position far too exposed for this sort of thing. 
As if that were not enough, the last moves are as hard as 
anything on the climb, with the belay-ledge beckoning 
tantalizingly only a few feet away. It's a truly fantastic 
climb, with the final move out on to the grass at the top 
providing a neat sting in its tail. 

Of the other climbs here, Gittie's Groove is certainly worth · 

mentioning. Its unconventional start involves a huge leap up 
for a high hold on which to make a strenuous pull up. Or, 
of course, you can stand on the second's shoulders, if he 
will let you. It is possible to avoid all these antics by taking 
the start of Easy Rider on the right, up the ramp mentioned 
before, and traversing in left to the same line. The rest of 
the pitch is rather nondescript, and it is the second pitch 
which gives the chief delight. A clean, incut, corner crack, 
quite difficult to start (a jammed chock remains as probable 
witness to some drama here) and then going on 
strenuously virtually to the top. Kittie's Groove, to the left, 
is a climb in similar vein, but its top groove is less clean-cut 
and less exacting; the main difficulty here is a very 
delicate slab move on the first pitch. 

The Sickle area, below the Allotment, is really for the 
connoisseur, owing to the difficulty of access. An abseil 
from the Allotment has been undertaken, but it is not 
recommended. No anchors, either natural or for pegs, 
could be found, and an ice axe rammed into the earth with 

stones piled on top had to be used. The wall here is sheer 
into the sea, as you would expect, and it was all a rather 
hairy and very prayerful experience. There is, of course, an 
easy abseil down the Rubble Buttress, and this is especially 
feasible for the Sickle itself, the nearest climb to the 
buttress. But a high degree of commitment is still required . 
The further left along the wall you go, the less time you 
have between tides, which is rather crucial because well 
before high tide there is no beach. An alternative method of 
entry is from a boat, which at least gives a little more 
latitude ; indeed, Wall of Caves, the farthest left of the 
three existing climbs here, was climbed by this method. 

Wall of Caves gives varied climbing at good VS standard, 
first up a steep, poorly-protected wall on the left of the 
line of caves, with the hardest move reserved for the top, 
followed by a rather vegetated but easier angled section, 
with some clean intriguing final moves into the third huge 
cave above. From here, a pleasant 50ft. crack goes straight 
to the top. Sea Crack (VS) , to the right, is also well worth 
doing if only for its initial 120ft. plumb-line crack ; the 
second pitch is in a different mould - a big earthy ramp, but 
with a pleasant, short, rock crack to finish. The Sickle 
(HVS) , further right still , is sterner stuff and is reputedly 
rather loose: to quote the forthcoming guidebook, "strong 
nerves rather than good techniques are required" . 

Access to the Rubble Buttress also constitutes something of 
a problem; it involves two longish though fairly 
straightforward abseils, broken by a half-way ledge. 
Immediately above the Rubble Buttress lies the wall of 
Awk's Buttress; here, appropriately enough, there is no 
route to match Awk's Route. This is one of the all-time 
greats: a 300ft. Extreme, with one aid peg in an overhang, 
and a very delicate finish - a traverse on tiny, flake-like holds. 
Thale and Thule, two worthwhile twin HVS's, also start from 
here. Further right, in the area of the great leaning wall 
down by the sea, where we started, there are two more 
classics - Gemstone, at Extreme, and Rhiwledyn, at Mild 
Very Severe, both completely free. To reach these you must 
again go in by abseil , from the inner end of the obvious 
three-tier system on the Llandudno side of the cliff, but this 
only becomes complicated if the tide is hiding the boulder 
beach at the bottom. Canoes or a boat could and have been 
used instead. Gemstone, considered by some to be the finest 
climb on the whole cliff, takes the left or upper end of the 
big slab which forms a break on the right-hand side of the 
huge overhanging wall. Diamond breaks left from this again 
on to the wall , using some aid, but Gemstone continues 
straight on up, becoming harder and harder, until the left 
wall itself is used to reach a finish up a fine exposed 
groove. This gives 500ft. of hard, but completely free, 
climbing . Rhiwledyn, the first route ever made on the 
Little Orme, crosses the slab low down to the other side 
and, by an initial messy wet crack, continues ledge-hopping 
at a reasonable standard to another magnificent finish up a 
two-pitch hanging chimney: a worthy finish or beginning 
to any description or exploration of the cliff. It is, 
however, worth adding that at the far right end of the cliff 
complex there is a fine little Extreme up a short, clean wall 
facing the promenade and Hydro Hotel; here there is no 
access problem whatsoever, and the sun shines almost all 
the day. 

I would not wish to close without paying tribute to 
Rowland Edwards, who originated most of these climbs as 
well as many of the fine lines on the Great Orme. The sheer 
tenacity, skill and ( dare I say it?) courage involved in 
opening up this area over a period of two or three years, 
single-handed - at least in the sense of discovering, 
cleaning by abseil (often alone) , and then climbing the lines 
with a host of different partners and almost always on the 
sharp end; it must surely take some beating. I for one am 
grateful to him for his labours, even if it does mean there is 
very little left that is new for anyone else ! 

But when all is said and done, it comes back to the same 
thing: this is all either a great heap of rubbish, or a very 
fine thing indeed, depending on your point of view. But 
then so is climbing ... ! 
SUMMARY 
North Wales. Little Orme. A brief evaluation of the quality of the 
climbs on this recently developed cliff. 
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In this and the next issue of Mountain. we are publ1sh1ng two 
abridged excerpts from Doug Scott's forthcoming book. 81g 
Wall Chmbmg Both passages are concerned with the 
development of hard rock-climbing in the Eastern Alps . The first 
covers the period from 1900 to the m1d-1920's. and the second 
continues the story up to the start of World War II The book Is 
due to be published In May. by Kaye and Ward and Oxford 
University Press (U .S.) 

Above : Campanile Basso di Brent a. one of 
the last main alpine peaks to be climbed 
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Above : George Winkler 

Left: Ludwig Purtsche/ler 



The Great Pioneers 
of the 
Eastern Alps 

' 

Part 1. 1900 to the mid 'twenties, by Doug Scott 
After the first flush of mountaineering exploration, centred round the great snow and ice peaks 
of the Western Alps, European climbers began a systematic campaign to reach the summits of 
all the smaller peaks of the Eastern Alps. As many of these are composed of steep limestone, 
rock climbers had perforce to develop their skills more rapidly here than in Alpine areas further 
west. Thus, climbers from the Dolomites, the Tyrol, Austria and Bavaria soon outstripped most 
of their contemporaries in this respect, and the last years of the nineteenth century saw men 
such as Purtscheller, lnnerkoffler, Zsigsmondy and Winkler making a determined effort to scale 
the most inaccessible pinnacles of the Dolomites. The campaign reached its climax in the last 
year of the century, when two Austrian students, Otto Ampferer and Carl Berger, ascended the 
Campanile Basso di Brenta. By this time, however, attention was already swinging from pure 
first ascents of peaks to secondary routes up the ridges and easier faces: the stage was set for 
the true flowering of Eastern Alpine rock-climbing, as the climbers turned to the great 
,unclimbed limestone wal Is. 
This was also a time of transition in another respect: Eastern Alpine climbers were being drawn 
increasingly from the ranks of poor middle-class students, rather than from the successful 
professional and business strata of society that had hitherto provided recruits and formed the 
core of the mountaineering world. Lack of money forced these new young climbers to do 
without guides, and a climbing society more akin to that of today began slowly to replace the 
leisurely, gentlemanly elite that had typified the Golden Age. 
With the social changes came new ideas, new objectives, better equipment, rising standards, 
guidebooks and, inevitably, more accidents. The habitues of the traditional centres of alpinism 
began to regard the Eastern Alps as the playground of foolhardy and fanatical madmen, a 
viewpoint which formed the background to the more strident denunciations that came in the 
'thirties. Nevertheless, the years both before the First War, and between that and the subsequent 
cataclysm, form a most fascinating period for the study of the development and influence of 
rock-climbing in the Eastern Alps. 

Early Developments 
During the first decade of the twentieth century, Austrian 
and German climbers were finding that their free-climbing 
ability was no match for the steep rock faces they now 
challenged . There has to be a limit to which man can adapt 
his body to suit the configuration of the mountain; after 
that, progress can only be made by employing some 
artificial aids. Climbers at this time used pegs driven into the 
rock, sometimes for direct aid, but usually for protection at 
belays and for running belays. Traditional British climbers 
rejected such aids, for they were used to fairly solid rock 
of a moderate height and at a reasonable angle, where 
belay ledges were plentiful. They were largely ignorant of 
Dolomite problems. There, the climber needed some 
assurance that at the end of a long, exposed lead there 
would be a point to which he could anchor himself. Pegs 
were often the only answer, as the character of the rock was 
such that sound belay flakes were often absent. At first, 
pegs were hammered into place with a rock picked up on 
the route; but gradually, over the next decade, equipment 

became more sophisticated. 
The first assaults were launched on the walls in Bavaria, in 
the Tyrol and on the towering peaks of what were then the 
Austrian Dolomites, by a growing hoard of climbers from 
the towns and cities to the north. On July 27th, 1901 , the 
Dachstein South Wall was climbed. Thought to be one of 
the toughest problems in the Eastern Alps, it was climbed 
by Eduard Piehl, E. Garns and F. Zimmer. The party 
emerged on the Dachstein shoulder. The following year, on 
July 23rd, Georg Leuchs and A. Schulze made the first 
climb on the Totenkirchl East Wall. In 1906, the North 
Wall of Triglav was climbed by K. Domenigg, H. Reinl and 
F. Konig. During the same period, Anton Schmid, a 
gymnast from Munich, established several difficult routes in 
the Wetterstein. In 1908, he climbed up the north side 
(grade 4) of the Oberreintal Tower, with Anselm Barth. The 
following year, with his friend Behrendt, he climbed on the 
West Ridge of the Dreitorspitze. He was a grade 5 climber 
before Dulfer made his famous ascents. 
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In 1908, Rudolf Fehrmann and Oliver Perry -Smith made the 
fine 1,500ft. South-West Face Route (grade 5) on the 
Campanile Basso in the Brenta Dolomites. The following 
year, Fehrmann climbed the exposed North Wall of the 
Cima Piccola in the Tre Cime. 

On September 22nd, 1909, Ramsau Guides Franz and 
Georg Steiner made the first direct climb (grade 4) on the 
Dachstein South Wall , another very hard route for its day. 
Most modern climbers would find it difficult, especially in 
the heavy nailed boots of that period . Georg, who made 
thirty-four other first ascents, died in October 1972 at the 
age of eighty-eight, the proud father of a reputed 
twenty-eight children. 

Tita Piaz (1879-1948) 
Piaz was one of the few Italian climbers establishing new 
routes before the First World War. His bold climbs earned 
him the title ' Devil of the Dolomites'. His adventurous 
life ran true to the end, when he was killed riding a 
bicycle without brakes. His manner was at times harsh, 
especially with presumptuous clients ; there was nothing of 
the 'gentleman's guide' about him. However, a generous 
nature and a deep love of the mountains were adequate 
recompense in this lively personality. His climbing methods 
were at times unconventional ; for example, on his first 
ascent of the Guglia Edmondo de Amicis, in 1906, he 
climbed the Punta Misurina, opposite the Guglia, and threw 
an iron ball attached to a cable over the summit of the 
pinnacle. Pulling the cable tight, he inched his way across 
the void, trusting that the iron ball would stay jammed 
between two blocks of rock. He could certainly climb in 
better style than this, and in fact he later regretted the 
incident. But he could justifiably be proud of his many 
other first ascents. During his ascent of the Punta Emma in 
1900 (still a grade 4 today) , he performed the incredible 
achievement of climbing the 1,000ft. North-East Face solo. 
Most of his routes were made in the Dolomites, but in 1908 
he led a large party up the West Wall (Piaz Route) of the 
Totenkirchl in the Kaisergebirge. This 1,500ft. route is still 
a grade 5 in parts, especially the exposed 'Piaz Wall '. 
In the previous year, Piaz made his mark on the Vajolet 
Towers by climbing the South-East Face of the Torre Est, 
via the obvious cleft seen from the Vajolet Hut. In 1911, a 
year after his visit with Guido Rey, he climbed the Torre 
Delago by the exhilarating South-West Ridge, with 
I. Glaser and F. Jori . He made many other first ascents in 
the Catinaccio and also in the Brenta. When well into his 
forties, he was still climbing hard, producing routes like the 
Torre Winkler North-East Face, a short but difficult grade 6 
free climb . 
Angelo Dibona 
Dibona was another great Dolomite guide of this period . He 
came from Cortina, and usually climbed with Luigi Rizzi , a 
guide from Campitello di Fassa. Their Viennese customers, 
Guido and Max Mayer, became regular clients and faithful 
companions. In 1908, Dibona found a way up the 
' Rotwand' of the Roda di Vael, making the 1,300ft. grade 4 
route with E. A. Broome, H. C. Corning and A. Verzi. The 
following year he climbed the North-East Ridge of the 
Cima Grande, with E. Stubler. It was in 1910 that he began 
to climb with the Mayer brothers ; in that year they went to 
the Gesause range, where they experimented with pegs and 
rope manoeuvres before going on to climb the North Face 
of the Cima Una (Einserkofel) , a 2,500ft. grade 5 route, 
with Luigi Rizzi . In the same year, they also climbed the 
3,000ft. South-West Face of Croz dell 'Altissimo (grade 
5 sup.) . The climb, which was made without pegs, was at 
that time the hardest in the Dolomites. (Preuss repeated it 
the next year, also without pegs; in 1922, Rudatis did the 
fourth ascent, only to find several pegs left from Steyer's 
and Holzner's third ascent!) In 1911 , with the Mayer 
brothers and Rizzi , Dibona climbed the 2,800ft. Laliderer 
North Wall (grade 5) which was probably his greatest 
undertaking. This was certainly a landmark in the exploration 
of the northern limestone ranges. The route fully deserves its 
grade 5 rating, and remains today a serious proposition. 
Like Zsigmondy before him, Dibona went to the French 
Alps and produced some remarkable routes. In 1912, with 

Left: The Cima Grande with Dibona's celebrated North-East Ridge 
picked out by the sun. Photo: Mike Dixon 
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the Mayer brothers and Rizzi, he made the first ascent of 
the South Face of the Meije, on which Emil Zsigmondy 
had been killed . 
The East- North - East Ridge (Mayer/ Dibona Route) on the 
Dent du Requin is a climb well -known to Englishmen and 
one they often misjudge. Colloquially known as le dortoir 
des Anglais, the route was made by Guido Mayer and 
Angelo Dibona on August 22nd, 1913. Earlier in that 
season the pair had visited the Dauphine, climbing the 
pinnacle now known as the Aiguille Dibona ; later, in July, 
they ascended the Central Summit of the Ailefroide by the 
North Ridge. These climbs indicate that Dolomite rock
climbers were capable of good mountaineering routes, 
when given the opportunity. Sir Edward Davidson 
mentioned this in his Valedictory Address to the Alpine 
Club in 1913. His remarks are worth quoting, as they seem 
representative of British climbing opinion at that time : 

" Angelo Dibona, a Cortina guide who has come into 
great prominence of recent years, seems to be able to 
adapt himself to the mixed conditions of rock, ice and 
snow on the greater Swiss and French Alps with a 
facility so unusual amongst his Dolomite -climbing 
comrades as to awaken reminiscences of the famous 
Sepp lnnerkofler in the heyday of his prime. Dr. Guido 
Mayer has been good enough to supply the Alpine 
Journal with more or less detailed accounts of these 
ascents, which comprise the Dome de Neige des Ecrins 
by the North-West Face, the Central Peak of the 
Ailefroide by the North Arete, the Aiguille du Plan by 
the South - East Arete, and the Dent du Requin by the 
East-North-East arete. The ascent of the Ecrins from the 
north-west is described by Dr. Guido as exceeding in 
difficulty the celebrated ascent of the Lalidererwand 
in the Karwendelgebirge, which were conquered by the 
brothers Mayer, under Dibona's leadership, in 1911 , 
only after repeated employment of iron hooks and pegs, 
and which has hitherto been considered by the 
Austrian school as the last word in rock -climbing. We 
cannot withhold our need of admiration for the daring 
and skill which alone enable such expeditions to be 
successfully accomplished, but at the same time the 
cautious veteran may be pardoned if he suggests that 
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possibly the limit of what is justifiable in the pursu it 
of a mere sport has now been reached if not exceeded 
so far as gymnastic rock -climbing is concerned ." 

Artificial Aids Increase 
1910 was remarkable for the extension of artificial aids in 
climbing, and it was not only rock -climbing that benefited 
from the inventiveness of the pioneers. In that year 
Eckenstein produced a pair of light crampons that could be 
carried in the rucksack for use on mixed rock and ice faces ; 
he also devised a short ice-axe which was of particular 
interest to climbers making routes up steep ice faces where 
steps had to be cut at close quarters . Pegs had previously 
been used during a number of ascents throughout the 
Eastern Alps, but it was in 1910 that a definite artificial 
climbing technique, using many pegs and also karabiners 
for direct aid from a rope, was developed. Toni Hiebeler, 
editor of Alpinismus, has researched into the evolution of 
the karabiner ; his findings are related in the following 
passage, taken from an article which appeared in the 1969 
Alpine Journal: 

" The evolution of the karabiner is closely associated 
with the name of Otto Herzog - 'Rambo' to his friends. 
According to his life-long companion on the rope, 
Gustav Haber, this still remembered rock -climber from 
Munich 'once observed the fire brigade at practice and 
noticed that the men all had a pear-shaped 'karabiner' 
attached to their belts. He thereupon conceived the idea 
of adapting these articles for use in climbing. He 
proceeded with this idea and tried out this safety device 
on practice climbs.' Franzi Fischer, former guardian of 
the Obereintal Hut in the Wettersteingebirge, had a 
similar recollection, and reported: 'They used long rock 
pitons, you know them - the long curtain rods to which 
they attached rope slings and fire brigade karabiners. 
Rambo and Heini Schneider have often told us about 
this. But as to who made the karabiner which was used 
later on, I am unable to tell you, although I know.' 
Heini Schneider, a very successful rock -climber in his 
youth, can no longer remember the origin of the 
karabiner, but he attributes its invention to Otto Herzog, 
among others. Franz Hofmann of Munich, Herzog's 
nephew, confirms that his uncle adapted the karabiner 
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Above: Otto Herzog, who first popularized the karabiner. 

for climbing and told him about it himself. We get a 
different version from a letter written by Franz Nieberl, 
the 'Pope of the Wilder Kaiser' from Kufstein: 'I 
remember quite definitely that on my first meeting with 
Hans Di.ilfer, then a new star in the alpine firmament, 
after his climbs on the 'Di.ilfer-U' (Totenkirchl), he 
explained his method of belaying which included 
karabiners, two rather rudimentary examples of which 
he brought forth and extolled their virtues. This was in 
1910, probably July. Moreover, Otto Herzog also told 
me of his experiments on the Fleischbank East Face, 
before Di.ilfer. Fiechtl, too, confided in me that on his 
new expeditions to the Zillertal Mountains he always 
carried a couple of karabiners with him, so as to be 
ready for anything.'" 

This passage serves nicely to introduce the new techniques 
and also the principal innovators, whilst showing the 
ambiguity surrounding these early events. Incidentally, the 
reader is probably wondering how pegs were ever used 
without karabiners, as they seem inseparable today. 
Climbers in those days carried short lengths of rope which 
the leader tied through the peg and around his rope. The 
second man had to untie these pieces of rope and bring 
them along. 
Early instructional books on mountaineering, written by 
Claude Benson (1909), George Abraham (1910) and 
Harold Raeburn (1920), allude to pitons being used in 
descent, but never in ascent. When E. A. Broom climbed 
the South Wall of the Marmolata, in 1906, he came across 
"small pitons, which were of course useless for ascending, 
so could only be supposed to have been fixed by a former 
party with a view to possible descent", Claude Wilson 
commented upon all artificial aids: "the term is one of 
opprobrium ... "; and that is generally how they were 
then regarded . 
The extremes to which Austrian climbers were heading is 
perhaps best illustrated by the 1921 attempt on the North 
Face of the Praxmarerkarspitze in the Karwendal , when 
Konrad Schuster and his companions, Netzer and Aicher, 
spent six days bivouacking on the route. At first they refused 
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all help, but eventually had to accept rescue after a 
snowstorm. This trio had already, in 1914, climbed the 
1,300ft. Riepenwand in the Kalkkogel , which is today a 
highly regarded grade 4 sup. climb. 

Paul Preuss 
There were many fine German-speaking climbers who 
vehemently rejected the use of pegs - with some 
justification, judging from their remarkable achievements. 
Paul Preuss was such a man. He was born in 1886, in 
Vienna; his father, a professor of music, was Hungarian and 
his mother French. In 1912, having left Vienna to study in 
Munich, Preuss gained his doctorate in plant physiology, 
and then went on to read empirical philosophy with a view 
to becoming a university lecturer in the subject. Before his 
death at the age of 27, he climbed 1,200 mountain routes, 
300 of which were done solo, and made 150 first ascents. 
He was killed in 1912 in the Gosaukamm, whilst climbing 
the North Ridge of the Nordlicher Manndlkogel, and was 
last seen going alone up to the ridge. Ten days later a 
rescue party found his body under four feet of fresh snow, 
directly below the wall. 
British climbers naturally associate Preuss with 
aid-climbing, as many of his routes in the Dolomites are 
today littered with pegs. But these were certainly not 
inserted during the first ascents, for Preuss rigorously 
denounced the use of pegs and rope manoeuvres. He saw 
in them an offence against climbing ethics, and considered 
the use of artificial aids to be a retrograde step in the 
progress of alpinism. At a time when other climbers were 
turning to artificial aids in negotiating 'impossible' pitches, 
he demonstrated his interpretation of the next step forward 
in a number of fantastic feats of solo climbing, of which 
the most sensational was his two-hour first ascent of the 
East Face of the Campanile Basso on July 29th, 1911 . 
This climb's reputation as a hard route was greatly 
enhanced when Pino Pratti fell to his death whilst 
attempting the second ascent. It was not in fact repeated 
for seventeen years. 
Preuss displayed amazing courage and confidence in his 
own abilities in attempting such routes without pegs. On 
the incredibly exposed Campanile Basso, he did not even 
take a rope for protection. That same season he climbed the 
attractive 3,000ft. North-East Face of the Crozzon di 
Brenta, with Paul Relly. Later in the year, Preuss and Relly 
visited the Tre Cime and astonished the occupants of the 
Drei Zinnen Hut by climbing the North Face of the Cima 
Piccola, by the Fehrmann Chimney Route, during a mere 
eight-hour absence from the hut. The following day, 
September 6th, they left the hut at 3.30 p.m. and started to 
climb the North-East Face (grade 5) of the Cima 
Piccolissima. The pair moved rapidly up one side and then 
the other of the chimney which cuts this face. Preuss led 
brilliantly across an apparently holdless wall, trusting his 
weight to the smallest nub of rock. Eventually they went 
into the chimney (Preuss Crack), emerged from it, and 
within an hour were on the summit. Their descent the next 
day was made without pegs or rope for direct aid, for 
Preuss always believed that a climber should be able to move 
up and down the mountain without the use of pegs. The 
chimney took them only two hours, a fast time even by the 
standards of today, when there are also pegs for protection . 
Another of Preuss's achievements was the solo traverse of 
the Sassolunga, Cinque Dita and Sassolevante in one day. 

Below: Early types of pitons that can still be seen at the Stubai 
museum at Fulpmes. 



Above left: Preuss in action in the Kaisergebirge. Above right: The Cima Piccolissima, the Punta di Frida and the Cima Piccola. The Preuss Crack 
splits the full height of the North East Face on the left, Preuss and Relly climbed it, without pitons, in 1911 . The climb warrants a Very Severe rating. 
Below: Paul Preuss, a stubborn purist during a period of innovation. 

Dr. Gunther Freiherr von Saar observed Preuss on several 
occasions: 

"It was a pleasure to watch how he conquered a 
difficult piece of rock; how systematically he advanced, 
metre by metre, trying everything, always retreating as 
soon as he began to tire or did not feel quite safe; all 
the time with perfect balance of his slender, well
developed body." 

Preuss's other ascents in the Eastern Alps are too numerous 
to list. However, his record in the Western Alps is well 
worth noting. On July 20th, 1913, with Ugo di Vallepianna, 
he climbed the South Ridge and East Face of the Pointe 
Gamba on the Aiguille Noire de Peuterey. The same pair 
climbed the long and interesting South Ridge of the Punta 
lnnominata, on July 28th. Preuss also made the first ski 
ascent of the Gran Paradiso and the first winter ascent of 
Monte Rosa. Thus he was able to act out to the full his 
unique approach to mountaineering . It is difficult for us 
to emulate him, or even to suggest that this is the way 
forward . He often climbed with his life at stake and with a 
margin of safety too fine for all but the most courageous of 
climbers. However, as we shall see, time has revealed the 
wisdom of Preuss's main contention that artificial aids, if 
unchecked, may lead to a lessening of pure climbing skills. 
In the contemporary climbing world, there is a move back 
towards the style of Paul Preuss. 
Preuss's admonishments have nowhere been better 
summarized than in an article by Dr. Gunther Freiherr von 
Saar, which appeared in the Alpine Journal: 

'Taking into consideration the importance, from an 
ethical point of view, of the ideas brought forward by 
Preuss, they are worth closer examination. Preuss starts 
with the axiom that the mountaineer, especially the 
climber pure and simple, should always limit his 
ambitions to his capacity; that he should try nothing to 
which he is not more than equal. From this axiom he 
deduces the following six theorems : 
(1) One should not only be equal to any expedition 
which one undertakes, but more than equal to it. 
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(2) The standard of difficulty which a climber can 
conquer with safety when descending, and for which he 
can consider himself competent, with an easy 
conscience, should represent the limit of what he 
should attempt on his ascent. 
(3) Hence the use of artificial aids only becomes 
justifiable in case of sudden threatening danger. 
(4) The Mauerhaken (spike for driving in) is an 
emergency aid and not the basis of a system of 
mountaineering. 
(5) The rope may be used for facilitating matters, but 
never as the sole means for making an expedition 
possible. 
(6) The principle of safety is one of the highest; not 
the spasmodic correction of one's own want of safety, 
obtained by the use of primary aids, but that true 
primary safety which should result, with every climber, 
from a just estimate of what he is able, and what he 
desires to do. 
The enumeration of these six theorems led to much 
lively discussion. Whatever one's opinion may be, one 
thing is certain: Preuss asks for a purity of style, for an 
argument between what a climber is able, and what he 
desires, to do, which makes it necessary for him to be a 
severe critic of himself. With this he has penetrated to 
the very spirit of mountaineering morality, the most 
secret recess of Alpine thought and feeling. The 
development of these thoughts alone should serve to 
keep his memory green." 

Preuss's achievements were acknowledged by his great 
contemporaries, such as Dulfer and Piaz, and later by 
Welzenbach, Cassin and Heckmair. All of these spoke of him 
with great admiration, although they felt forced into using 
the artificial techniques that Preuss so thoroughly 
condemned. "He is," wrote Rudatis in Sesto Grado, "the 
true Cavalier of the Mountains - a title not attributed to 
any other climber." Dulfer, Herzog and the other leading 
Big Wall climbers of this period were, like Preuss, going on 
to increasingly steep rock, but these climbers were more 
ambitious, and aimed at routes many hundreds of feet 
longer than those which Preuss chose. On these bigger 
walls there was no time to work out free moves across 
' impossible' sections. Furthermore, it was not always 
possible on these long, exposed routes to find a completely 
natural line, where the configuration of the rock would lend 
itself to free climbing without the use of pegs and rope 
manoeuvres. 

Hans Di.ilfer (1893-1915) 
Dulfer, who came from Dortmund in Westphalia, went to 
Munich to study architecture, and later moved to Kufstein 
to be nearer the mountains. He had first visited the Alps in 
1907, for a cure: he was a rather weakly child and his 
father thought that the Alps might help to make a man out 
of little Hans! He soon began to climb all the hard existing 
routes put up by Piaz, Fiechtl and Franz Nieberl in the 
Kaiser and Karwendal. He went on to add new ones 
himself and became the most skilled and imaginative 
climber of his time. On June 15th, 1912, he and Werner 
Schaarschmidt startled local climbers by ascending the 
East Face of the Fleischbank, a wall of smooth, white 
limestone. This ascent took the climbers through some very 
smooth slabs on the face, and it opened up the cult of 
difficult climbing in the Kaisergebirge. After sixty years, it is 
still grade 5. Dulfer and Schaarschmidt were partners on 
many ascents, principally on the limestone of the Kaiser. 
They also climbed in the Dolomites in 1912, and made a 
route up the difficult Couloir-Chimney between the Punta 
di Frida and the Cima Piccola. Dulfer negotiated several 
overhangs (which were his speciality), and greatly 
impressed Piaz and two clients who were following behind. 
He climbed the 1,400ft. North-West Ridge of the Cima 
Orientale di Val Bona and produced one of the finest 
climbs in the Catinaccio Group. Also in 1912, he climbed, 
solo, the 800ft. South Face of the Catinaccio d'Antermoia 
(grade 5 sup.). 

As we have seen, Otto Herzog developed the karabiner to 
make climbing on pitons faster than when slings were used. 
The rope manoeuvre called the 'Dulferitz', an abseil
pendulum swing enabling a smooth holdless slab to be 
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Above: Hans Diilfer - pace-setter in the Kaisergebirge. 

crossed, was also developed at that time, and Hans Fiechtl 
designed a type of peg (Fiechtlhaken) whose shape 
remained basically the same for the next fifty years. Herzog, 
Fiechtl and Dulfer all used these aids, but it is Dulfer that 
history recognizes as being the leader of the Austrian 
school of piton climbing . It was inevitable that Dulfer 
should come into conflict with Preuss. They were both at 
the centre of heated discussions for and against the use of 
aid. Nevertheless they remained good friends, having 
enormous respect for each other; Preuss would often 
remark: "Dulfer climbed better than me," which was typical 
of Preuss. Dulfer was shattered at Preuss's death and stood 
at his graveside, "crying like a child". 
It would be wrong to assume that Dulfer used pegs because 
of any vaunting ambition to succeed at all costs. He quite 
often backed down, as on the Schusselkarspitze South Face 
(grade 5 sup.) , which was later (1913) climbed with 
considerable aid by Fiechtl and Herzog. In 1912, Dulfer 
climbed the Liircheck East Face in the Wilderkaiser, 
accompanied by Hans Fiechtl and his friends Walter and 
Willy von Bernuth. In the summer of 1913, he went to the 
Tre Cime and, on August 18th, set off with Walter von 
Bernuth, armed with a rope, three pegs and two karabiners, 
to climb the West Face (grade 5) of the Cima Grande. 
Dulfer led all the way, often up vertical and sometimes 
overhanging rock, without pegs for aid . The final cracks 
were wet and slippery, but after five hours on the face the 
pair reached the ridge and went easily to the top. For many 
years this was one of the most difficult routes on the 
Tre Cime, more difficult than the Preuss Route on the 
Campanile Basso. In the same year, Dulfer climbed with 
Willy von Redwitz. The pair made a superb 1,500ft. direct 
route (grade 5 sup.) on the West Face of Totenkirchl. 
Also in the Kaiser, this time accompanied by Schaarschmidt, 
Dulfer climbed the Kleine Halt by the 2,300ft. North-West 
Wall. This is a superb climb at grade 5 inf. It requires a 
tension traverse below several overhangs to gain the fall 
line to the summit. Dulfer's new routes are legion, and his 
name litters the pages of the guidebooks for the 
Kaisergebirge and the Eastern Alps in general. Vittorio 
Varale remarks in Sesto Grado that Dulfer surpassed the old 
four-tier grading system, and he quotes George Livanos as 



saying that Di.ilfer was the "true foregoer of the grade 6". 
Di.ilfer, like Comici after him, was an artist who associated 
his art with carving out truly aesthetic lines on the rock. 
Di.ilfer died during the First World War: he was sent to the 
Front and was killed in an artillery barrage near Arras, on 
June 15th, 1915. 

Like many aid climbers since, Di.ilfer was a superb free 
climber, certainly one of the best of his time : he was 
therefore competent to judge where the aid should go, once 
he had justified its use. Many climbers would rate Hans 
Fiechtl (1883-1925) higher as a free climber. In fact, 
Di.ilfer had previously hired Fiechtl in his early visits to 
the Alps. The Fiechtl/Herzog route up the South Wall of the 
Schi.isselkarspitze in the Wetterstein was a very advanced 
route for its day - considerably harder than the East Face 
of the Fleischbank in the Kaisergebirge. Fiechtl climbed 
this route in 1913, but he had already established several 
others of outstanding quality, such as the Zsigmondyspitze 
in the Zillertal, which he climbed with Hotter in 1911. 
Fiechtl, Herzog, and many other German-speaking climbers, 
continued after the war to climb ever harder routes in their 
own Bavarian Alps, and also in the Italian Dolomites. 

Post-War (1920-1930) 
The period after the war was not conducive to such 
unproductive pastimes as mountaineering. For millions of 
Europeans, particularly the German-speaking peoples, war 
had left a lack of the barest necessities of life - food, 
housing, clothing and fuel. Provision of these rested upon 
the restoration of a stable social order and an economic 
system based on world trade, neither of which could be 
restored overnight. In fact, with so much to be done, 
Europe enjoyed a short-lived industrial boom at the 
beginning of the decade, but this was severely checked by 
the currency collapse and the near destruction of the 
German middle class in 1923. With the subsequent rise of 
Fascism in Germany and Italy there came a period of 
economic stability and material prosperity which appears to 
have contributed to a dramatic advancement of climbing. 
Austrian and German climbers were active again in the 
Northern Tyrol by the 1920's, and a very important route was 
established in the Dolomites in 1921 : Francesco Jori, a 
guide from Canazei in the Val di Fassa, led A. Andreoletti 
and A. Zanutti up the great chimney of the 5,000ft. North 
Face of Monte Agner. This was a route well sustained in 
difficulty, with pitches of 5 sup. and 6. As in the case of 
the earlier Dibona Route on the Cima Una, it was another 
step towards the grade 6. 

Hans Fiechtl (1883-1925) 
In 1923, Hans Fiechtl climbed the West Face (grade 5 sup.) 
of the Predigstuhl in the Kaisergebirge, with Franz 
Weinberger; later that year, on October 22nd, he and Ernst 
Schmid climbed the North Face of the Seekarlspitze 
(Rofangebirge). This renowned climb, known as the 
Ypsilon Riss, is a 1,300ft. grade 6, A1 , and was perhaps the 
most difficult rock route of its time. 

Otto Herzog (1888-1964) 
Otto Herzog was certainly as fine a climber as Fiechtl. His 
1911 ascent of the North-West Ridge of the Laliderspitze in 
the Karwendal was an important climb; with the East Face 
of the Fleischbank and the South Face of the 
Schi.isselkarspitze, it became a standard of reference against 
which difficulties in the northern limestone ranges were 
measured. His 1,200ft. route up the North Face of the 
Dreizinkenspitze, which he completed with Gustaf Haber 
in 1921, was considerably harder, and was one of the most 
difficult climbs of the period. The pair took three days (with 
two bivouacs) to climb the face. The route was christened 
the Ha-He-Verschneidung in their honour. It was probably 
the first grade 6 sup. climb and is thus an important route 
for those interested in the development of grade 6 climbs. 
Despite many attempts, it was not repeated for at least 
thirty years, according to Otto Wiedmann, who made the 
fifth ascent in 1963. He rated it overall at 6, with twenty-five 
metres of grade 6 sup. free-climbing. It was an incredible 
climb, considering the fact that it was established fifty years 
ago. Herzog had an unfortunate manner, and often appeared 
to his contemporaries to be cantankerous and abrupt -
traits which apparently did not diminish with age. These, 

Above: Francesco Jori who made the first ascent of the huge North 
Face of Monte Agner in 1921. Below: Hans Fiechtl - who with Duffer 
and Herzog was one of the pioneers of artificial techniques. 
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however, did not detract from the quality and severity of 
his numerous rock climbs. 

Roland Rossi 
The North Wall of Monte Pelmo was first climbed in 1924 
(11th- 12th August) by Roland Rossi , from Innsbruck, and 
Felix Simon. This 2,600ft. route, now considered grade 
5 sup., was the first grade 6 route in the Dolomites . It 
escaped the notice of the climbing pundits of the time, 
however, and for many years Solleder was credited with the 
distinction of having climbed the first Dolomite 6. 

The following year, Rossi and Fritz Wiessner (from Dresden) 
made a hard 1,000ft. route up the South - East Wall (grade 
5 sup.) of the Fleischbank. Although the guidebook 
describes it as a well -known and justifiably popular route, 
it attracted contemporary criticism due to the considerable 
amount of aid on it, especially at the two crux pitches (a 
tension traverse was used on the first, and direct aid pegs 
were placed around the 'Rossi' overhang on the second) . 
However, it was still considered one of the hardest routes 
of its day. 

Emil Solleder 
The name of Emil Solleder is synonymous with climbing in 
this period. He applied the techniques and skills gained on 
his native Bavarian mountains to the immense walls of the 
Dolomites. The Wetterstein, Karwendal and Kaiser were but 
training grounds for the Furchetta North Face (2,600ft.), 
Civetta North -West Face (3,500ft.) and Sass Maor East Face 
(3,000ft.). These were the walls Solleder climbed in 
1925/26, and they have become some of the great classic 
big wall routes of the Dolomites. 

In 1925, Solleder went into the Geisler (Odle) Group, with 
Fritz Wiessner, and climbed up the North Arete of the 
Furchetta . They quickly went up the wall above to the high
point reached some years before by Dulfer and Trenker (the 
'Dulfer Pulpit'). Solleder led down right and then went 
straight up to the summit ridge: a grade 6 climb. In the 
same year, 19-year-old Mathias Auckenthalar went up the 
left-hand side with Burratti and established another grade 6. 
Also in 1925, Solleder attempted to climb the North-West 
Wall of the Civetta, where the rock is highest, boldest and 
steepest. It is the most impressive face in the Dolomites. 
After a preliminary thirty-hour attack with Gobel and Gusti 
Lettenbauer, he had to give up. Three days later, on 
August 7th, he set off again with Lettenbauer, leaving the 
injured Gobel behind at the hut. The pair completed that 
fantastic 4,000ft. route in fifteen hours, and used only 
fifteen pegs, none of them for aid. Today the route has 
sprouted many more pegs, but it still ranks as a difficult and 
demanding undertaking. In 1926, with Franz Kummer, 
Solleder climbed the East Face (grade 6) of the Sass Maor, 
completing his trilogy of classic ascents; he went on to 
climb two more fine routes, the Pala di San Martino North 
Face and the Furchetta South Face. 

Solleder died at the age of thirty-two, after a fall during 
the crossing of the Meije. His had been a full life -
panning for gold in Alaska, ski - instructing and later 
guiding clients in the mountains. However, he made his 
best routes as an amateur, climbing with proven friends and 
always in excellent style. Strangely, though, surprisingly 
little was written about his routes at the time. The Italian 
Alpine Club Review, Rivista Mensile, devoted five lines to 
them, and in the same issue gave a whole page to a grade 3 
on the Antelao. Nevertheless, his activities stimulated 
interest in hard routes throughout the Eastern Alps. 

Yugoslav Climbing 
In the Julian Alps, too, local climbers were busy making 
new routes. They had no exact idea of contemporary 
standards, as very few Italian climbers, apart from 'the man 
from Trieste', Julius Kugy, ever went tQ Yugoslavia. The 
main providers of information were Viennese climbers. 
During September 5th and 6th, 1926, Stane Tominsek and 
Mira Marko Debelakova spent thirty-six hours climbing up 
the North Wall of the Spik, direct to its summit. This 
3,000ft. route is now graded 5 sup. and A 1. Other routes 
were established on the Veliki Dravski and the 3,000ft. 
North Face of Travnik. They all have passages of 6 and are 
still demanding climbs by modern standards. 
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Above: Emil Solleder - perhaps the greatest Dolomite climber of the 
'twenties and with Gustav Lettenbauer the first man to climb the 
North- West Wall of Monte Civetta . 

Rudolf Peters 
The West Julian Alps were the climbing grounds of Rudolf 
Peters and Adolf Deye, who in 1929 made a route up the 
North Wall of the Gamsmutter Tower. This 2,600ft. route is 
now a grade 6, A 1 classic . In 1934, accompanied by 
Rudolf Haringer, Peters climbed the very difficult South
East Face of the Schusselkarspitze (1 ,300ft., grade 4, A 1). 
Paul Nunn, who made what was probably the first British 
ascent in 1965, accompanied by Oliver Woodcock, 
described his experiences as follows: 

"The next day, after having climbed the Schober route 
on the East side, we crossed a pass and descended 
under the South Wall of the Schusselkarspitze. The 
Sud-Ost takes the higher point of the wall. Though 
considerably longer than the Schober and taking in 
some hard crack climbing, it proved somewhat less 
difficult. There were more pegs in place the higher one 
got, and the climbing, though intricate, was less open 
and downright fingery. One suspects that those open 
corners and cracks were far more difficult without these 
later, additional pegs. As it was the climb did not feel 
to fearsome, though it was hard enough - probably 
good VS. It compared in its modern state more with 
what one expects of many contemporary overpegged 
Dolomite climbs, though it was by no means so 
degenerate as they." 

Guidebooks and the Classification of Difficulty 
It is appropriate to pause here to consider the main 
climbing trends as they relate to the development of 
guidebooks and scales of difficulty. Examination of the 
situation from the point of view of the British mountaineer 



and his reaction to the ever-changing scene is relevant, for 
many problems common to all c;;limbers can thereby be 
seen in a fresh light. 
As more and more new routes began to be established, it 
was inevitable that zealous guidebook writers would emerge 
to arrange the routes in some semblance of order and to 
describe their nature and degree of difficulty. In Britain 
at the turn of the century, Lake District climbers began to 
publish accounts of their crag climbs. Their contemporaries 
in North Wales were not at first in favour of this as they 
considered, in a rather high -handed manner, that it would 
lead "young hotheads" on to routes beyond their abilities 
and that it was best for them to know nothing of their 
existence. Thus, in 1893, Claude Wilson wrote in 
anticipation of Haskett Smith 's guidebook: "It is to be 
hoped, however, that it will not tempt untrained beginners 
into situations which are dangerous .. . " 

In 1897, in his Rock Climbing in the English Lake District, 
Owen Glynne Jones proposed a four-fold classification of 
difficulty. He divided sixty well-known Lakeland routes into 
the following categories: 'Easy courses, Moderate courses, 
Difficult courses and Exceptionally Severe courses'. This 
was one of the first attempts at grading climbs in any one area . 
In the Eastern Alps, there was considerable guidebook 
activity. In 1894, the year that Haskett-Smith produced his 
book, Climbing in the British Isles, Ludwig Purtscheller 
published a guide to the Eastern Alps, which went into 
three editions by 1903. This was hardly surprising for by 
then there were, according to W. A. B. Coolidge, about 
78,500 members in the German and Austrian Alpine Clubs. 
Travel had become fast and cheap, allowing many to enjoy 
the comparative luxury of climbing . Coolidge observed that 
there was "a distinct decline in the social status of the 
climber - far more marked on the continent than amongst 
English climbers". The majority of German climbers tended 
to have short holidays, or often only a week-end or a few 
hours, in which to notch up their quota of climbs and rush 
back to the city. They did not usually hire the services of a 
guide and so needed a guidebook that would neatly 
describe the way of a likely route and assess its difficulties. 
They also tended to climb in the same areas, and became 
expert on the numerous routes on local rock faces. 

Many traditional English alpinists were unhappy with the 
attack on the flanks of the mountains. A declining breed, 
they still came for their three-month sojourns, passing 
through numerous Alpine centres, doing a peak here and 
another there, imbibing the 'Spirit of the Hills' and taking 
the air as they set about their marathon traverses of peaks 
and passes. Conquests of difficult rock faces to gain self
confidence, hard sustained struggles on sheer rock walls, 
were not for these men: they came already "fully developed 
master men" . As late as 1901, Dent had allowed Sir Martin 
Conway to write in that year's edition of The Badminton 
Library: "A face that can be climbed at all can generally be 
climbed by many lines of ascent. These are not difficult 
routes, but mere variations of a single route". Conway 
thought a limit should be set on this 'overproduction'; he 
felt that "the pleasure of novelty and the flatteries of 
fame" led climbers to "attempt an undue multiplication of 
routes". He would stand aghast before crags today, 
regretting his lack of vision: there is, after all , more to 
climbing than standing on a summit. The sport of climbing, 
of course, is all in the means of getting there. But 
curiously, there are pundits in every group on every crag 
now who are equally alarmed at the 'over-production' of 
routes, concerned by the fact that existing routes are 
thereby 'spoiled'. 
However, it was inevitable that climbers should become 
more competitive in their search for new and harder routes. 
They wanted a yard-stick, a means of measuring themselves 
against the rock, of comparing one area with another. At 
first in the Eastern Alps, as in England, a four-fold adjectival 
grading system had evolved . It soon became meaningless, 
for most of the newer routes fell into the fourth category. 
The system then became top-heavy as these routes ranged 
from today's middle grade Severe (British) to the 
considerably harder ones of Di..ilfer, Piaz, Dibona and, later, 
Rossi, Solleder and others. Karl Plank wrote about the scale 
of difficulty in the 1914 edition of Oesterreichischer 

Alpenzeitung (Vienna), affirming that the four-fold scale 
had been surpassed and needed to be extended, and 
observing that climbers wanted to know precisely the 
merits of their climb. It was an age when people expected 
exact, time -saving descriptions and definitions. 
The problem was taken up again after the war. After a long 
period of confusion and argument as to the dangers of 
breeding overtly competitive climbing and removing more of 
the mystery from each route, Willa Welzenbach, from 
Munich, presented his six-fold numerical classification in 
1926. It is here compared to the present British adjectival 
system: Grade 1 - Easy 

Grade 2 - Moderate 
Grade 3 - Difficult 
Grade 4 - Very Difficult/ Severe 
Grade 5 - Severe/ Very Severe 
Grade 6 - Very Severe/ Extremely Severe, etc. 

When the hardest routes were mixed up with all sorts of 
mediocre 'courses', as previously, it was difficult to get a 
precise impression of what a top-grade climber was. Now, 
to be a climber in the top category really meant something! 
The tag Sesto Grado caught the imagination, not only of the 
climbing fraternity, but also of the public ; this was 
particularly the case on the continent where the term is 
often applied to anyone reaching the highest grade in 
sports and pastimes quite unrelated to climbing. The 
system did not, however, gain immediate universal approval. 
As late as 1955, R. L. G. Irving, in his History of British 
Mountaineering, was still reflecting on his dislike of the 
six-fold classification of routes, because "it is a 
provocation to rivalry and brings the element of technical 
difficulty into such prominence that other aspects of 
mountaineering are apt to escape notice". 
Antonio Berti introduced Dolomite climbers to the six-fold 
scale through his influential guidebooks to the Civetta. 
Domenico Rudatis was a close collaborator and wrote 
several leading articles on the subject. Rock climbs were 
easily categorized into the six grades, but the mixed snow 
and ice faces of the Western Alps required something more 
suited to the vagaries of weather and snow conditions as 
well as the seriousness of remote high mountain routes. It 
was not until 1951 that the problem was to some extent 
resolved : members of the French Groupe de Haute 
Montagne adopted a modified version of Welzenbach's 
scale for use in the Vallot guidebooks to Mont Blanc. 
In the Italian Dolomites, the scale worked well from the 
start; naturally, all the classic big-wall rock climbs, such 
as the Solleder and Comici routes on the Civetta, were 
included in the sixth grade. 
In some ways, however, the top grade has again become 
meaningless, for routes were included that present only an 
illusion of difficulty. These are the fully pegged-up routes 
and bolted direttissimas that are in reality often safe, 
routine climbs for those practised in aid-climbing 
techniques. Exposure and tedious hammering are not 
prerequisities for a sixth-grade climb. There are many 
climbers who could not manage the Philipp/Flamm route 
on the Punti Tissi, but who could do the Saxonweg on the 
Cima Grande, despite its being heralded, in a blaze of 
publicity, as the "last great problem". Even quite small 
aid-routes are placed in the sixth category, simply because 
the terrain is sixth grade - blank rock - impossible for 
climbing, but not for climbers who are willing to become 
quite literally steeplejacks manipulating drills. However, this 
is a digression from the times; these latter observations are 
really an introduction to the future growth of climbing. It 
is unnecessary to say more here, except to point out that 
grading systems have grown organically in a typical , 
anarchistic manner, showing considerable variation from 
one centre to the next. Recently, the U.I.A.A., which 
represents climbing opinion from all over the world, has 
attempted to standardize the regional grading systems. 
This is a move which is, of course, symptomatic of modern 
times. In all probability, as Steve Roper has written in his 
Guide to Yosemite Valley: "Idealistically, an international 
system is as desirable as Esperanto, a fine, doomed idea". 
But this is all for the tidy minds of the future, when 
climbing is reduced to an exact science. 

To be continued in Mountain 34 
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Cesare Maestri. Obviously anxious about his reception, Maestri gave a short explanation of his attitudes to climbing through interpreter Alan 
Heppenstall. This was received enthusiastically as were his films of soloing in the Dolomites. The following morning, immaculately turned out, and 
clearly more relaxed, Maestri enjoyed a days soloing on Froggatt Edge. 

Kurt Diemberger: broken English used with maximum 
theatrical effect during a rattling /ate -late -show of films 
and slides. 

Dave Cook opened the conference with a spirited analysis of the fluctuations in 
the class basis of British climbing. A side-swipe at the high profits made on 
climbing gear drew loud applause. 



The Buxton Talk-In 
by Audrey Salkeld 

Billed as The Event of the Decade', the 
First National Mountaineering Conference 
certainly aroused the curiosity of climbers 
all over the country, for more than 600 
turned up at the Pavilion Gardens, Buxton, 
for the occasion . The accent was on 
informality and this was epitomized by the 
irreverance of the Conference Chairman, Ian 
McNaught Davis, and the studied casualness 
affected by the first two speakers, Dave Cook 
and Robin Campbell. 

Taking 'The Mountaineer and Society' as his 
theme, Cook examined social changes within 
the climbing world , demonstrating how they 
had run parallel to changes within the 
community at large. The influx, after the 
war, of working class climbers who did not 
readily mix with established groups gave rise 
to the separate development of new techniques 
and possibilities. Then in the 'fifties and 
'sixties, more and more students came into 
the picture and the " muscular Christianity" 
of the Menlove Edwards era gave way to the 
"healthy heterosexual debauchery that 
characterizes the climbing community today" . 

Now, when a recent estimate suggests that 
some 50,000 climbers in this country own 
their equipment, mountain areas are being 
subjected to greater pressures than ever 
before. No longer does the problem consist 
merely of intractable landowners refusing 
access: we also have large monopolistic 
companies literally eating away whole 
mountain faces ; we have shooting combines 
forging new tracks into wild country for the 
convenience of their clients ; we have heavy
handed bureaucrats making disatrous 
decisions, sometimes with the best of motives. 
Climbers must make sure they are involved 
in all decision -making affecting their areas 
and their sport. 

Robin Campbell, introduced as a 'cynical 
iconoclast', presented his paper on climbing 
ethics with typical acerbic wit . Climbing 
should not be a serious business, he 
maintained, but these days the four 
imperatives which ought to govern the sport 
(i.e. to climb the mountain, test one's skill, 
test one's nerve, and feel a love for the hills) 
were frequently abused. For instance, in 
fulfilling the first of these, climbing the 
mountain, the other imperatives were often 
sacrificed (as in Maestri 's bolted ascent of 
Cerro Torre) . Climbing was being hedged 
about by rules and safety qualifications ; the 
mountaineer was no longer being left to his 
own devices. He constantly ran the risk of 
being unwantedly rescued . Climbing is like 
Russian Roulette : played without bullets, 
it is a pretty dull game, but with them it may 
be pretty short! A balance has to be found . 

Mountains are being given over to "the 
sheep", said Campbell , and direct in line fo r 
his waspish attack were those who he 
described as the " schoolboy shepherds". 
"Just who," he asked, " is doing a favour to 
whom?" He held nothing against guides, nor 
indeed against professional teachers, as long 
as they were merely providing a required 
service. He objected when they set out to sell 
their skills or to oppose accepted climbing 
ethics. His message to instructors was : 
" Don't be a mountain pimp!" And that went 
for the media -man too. 

Conference Chairman Ian McNaught Davis entered to resounding background of the 
2001 Theme. His critical and ribald style was far cry from the stuffy courtesies of previous years . 

Finally, casting his eye in the direction of 
the B.M .C., which he acknowledged was 
changing in response to a need, Campbell 
warned that to accept finance through the 
Sports Council made us "accountable" to it. 
He also feared that "professional climbers" 
would take over more and more of the B.M.C. 
positions and asked : "How happy are we to 
be represented by them? A House of Lords is 
forming within the B.M .C." 

Alan Blackshaw, attempting to outline the 
B.M .C.'s progress and future policy plans and 
to allay fears that it was "selling out to 
the educationalists", had a difficult job in 
following these two non-conformists . In fact, 
the subject might have been better dealt 

Colin Mortlock: his prolonged defence of 
educational policies proved heavy going for 
many, and seemed out of place after 
lunchtime pints. 

with as a chaired discussion amongst various 
Council members on the lines of 'A Word in 
Edgeways'. The vigour with which the Council 
is attacking its various problems, and the 
assistance it has invited from right across 
the board, did not come over clearly. It must 
have been galling, during the 'Any Questions· 
session, to have been asked why the B.M.C. 
consisted of "so many old men" and why the 
younger generation was not represented. 

To the implied criticism that there were too 
many committees in the new scheme of things, 
Blackshaw assured the floor that as soon as 
any one committee had completed its allotted 
task, it would be wound up. "We have no 
desire to make work for ourselves," he said. 

Robin Campbell, acerbic S.M.C.J. editor. "The 
question is who is helping whom" he asked, and 
warned instructors "Don't be mountain pimps". 
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The Buxton Talk-In 

BMC President Alan Blackshaw. His lack 
lustre presentation of the Council's wares did 
little to erase its prosaic image, and deft 
diplomacy was too subtle for an audience 
eager for entertainment. 

The ' Educationalists' had their spokesman in 
Colin Mortlock. He was obviously fully aware 
of frequently-voiced fears concerning vested 
interests and their desire to change the 
nature of the sport. In a lengthy and involved 
speech he bent over backwards to assure his 
critics that he shared their concern over 
matters of certification and so on. However, 
speaking more freely in discussion 
afterwards, he declared that in his view the 
Mountain Leadership Certificate should be 
made compulsory for those who wish to 
introduce young people to the mountains. 
Defending professional teachers, he said: 
"There is no earthly reason why the young 
people of this country should not have the 
opportunities you have all had! " 

The 'Any Questions' session suffered from 
hasty staging. A microphone for each 
panellist would have helped spontaneous 
responses, and if the questions had been 
handed in in advance they could have 

received more considered replies. There were 
some heated arguments on the education 
problem, and the Chairman, Jack Langland, 
was obviously put out by the general ribaldry 
and outspoken censure of some established 
policies. 

The questions of access and conservation 
were raised, with particular reference to 
Dorset County Council's plan to fence off 
Subliminal and Boulder Ruckle cliffs at 
Swanage, and Caernarvonshire's intention of 
removing the Cromlech Boulders in 
preparation for a road -widening scheme. 
Suggestions that we should all make 
representation to the relevant local 
authorities and to our MPs were regarded as 
being of little value, and there was loud 
support for the more positive action of 
sit-ins on the Boulders and of continued 
climbing at Swanage irrespective of loca l 
authority regulations. 
An altercation as to whether or not the 
B.M.C. should sponsor the installation of 
climbing walls in urban areas provoked 
Mc Naught Davis to despair: " When the 
Japanese can send twenty expeditions a year 
to the Himalayas, the British hold a National 
Mountaineering Conference and waste time 
discussing bloody poxy climbing walls! " 
(Loud cheers.) 

After a day spent in gloomy predictions of 
the insidious effects of excessive safety 
precautions and legislation, the arrival in 
the evening of the two guest speakers from 
the Continent was particularly timely. 

Cesare Maestri accepted a last-minute 
invitation to attend when it was learned 
that Royal Robbins could not come ; despite 
past criticism at his bolting tactics on 
Cerro Torre, he received a warm and 
immediate welcome. Perhaps it was his 
remark that whilst he had used bolts on 
occasion, he also enjoyed free-climbing, and 
that the important thing to him was that 
people should have the freedom to do what 
they wanted in the mountains, that so 
quickly endeared him to his audience during 
his short talk via an interpreter. 

Above: Colin Mortlock suggesting that the Mountain Leadership Certificate should be made 
harder and compulsory - a proposal that drew no comment from fellow educationalist Long/and I 
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Following the screening of two of Maestri 's 
films, Kurt Diemberger was introduced as the 
grande finale . He showed films and slides of 
his world-wide travels, and his fractured 
English commentary was used to maximum 
effect. It says much for his charisma that he 
kept a full house enthralled for some 
3½ hours, finishing only after the bar had 
closed down. He clearly prefers small under
planned expeditions which allow unforeseen 
adventure to develop : a case in point was his 
ascent of Tirich Mir with an injured Japanese 
climber he happened to meet on the 
mountain; his Japanese friend has been left 
behind by his own expedition after falling 
sixty feet into a crevasse and fracturing a rib. 

Sir Jack Longland seemed uneasy as 'Any 
Questions' Chairman and responded testily 
to heckling from the floor. 

Whilst the B.M .C. perhaps fluffed this unique 
opportunity of convincing its constituent 
climbers of the extent of its new attitudes, 
it must be complimented for arranging such a 
stimulating function. The conference offered 
first class entertainment and the opportunity 
to meet and make friends, at the same time 
providing a useful indicator of public 
opinion in the climbing world today. 
A Note on the Conference Films 
A total of six films were shown during the 
day, all refreshingly concerned with 'real' 
climbing , which served to balance out the 
otherwise overtly political tone of the 
proceedings. The Naked Edge (U .S. Bob 
Carmichael) was well received but drew 
ironic jeers when the sunburnt climbers 
dusted their hands with chalk. The Climbers 
(U.K. Bev Clark) had a strong note of pathos 
at the end with the Halliwell brothers 
climbing Pinnacle Arete to the background of 
an embarrassingly maudlin folksong . One of 
the highpoints of Diemberger's tour de force 
was during his superb film about Greenland, 
lmaka, when two climbers were caught on a 
huge iceberg that seemed about to capsize. 
Other films depicted Dolomite solo climbing 
and a traverse of the Peuterey Ridge lntergal. 
Outside the Conference Hall there was the 
added attraction of a delightful audio-visual 
show of hard Derbyshire Climbing (Peak 
Park Planning Board) which drew raves from 
many who saw it. 



Letters · 
Centre Warden 1s spokesman tells BMC to 11honour its commitments to 
the Sports Council" who have invested it with executive power. 

The BM C's responsibilities to the 
Sports Council and the Mountain 
Centres 

from the Chairman of the Association 
of Wardens of Mountain Centres 

Dear Sir, 
The article by Audrey Salkeld published in 
Mountain 31 is a welcome attempt to 
publicize aspects of the sport that get all too 
little press coverage . However, there are three 
issues in the article that the Association of 
Wardens of Mountain Centres feels are 
worthy of further examination and comment. 
The first concerns implications of the 
British Mountaineering Council's attitude 
towards mountaineering teaching in general 
and, perhaps, certification in particular. It 
is to be hoped that there may be a statement 
from the B.M.C. dissociating itself from some 
of the statements in the article - opinions 
which are attributed to individuals working 
within the B.M.C.'s committees. At a time 
when mountaineering's national body is 
preparing a major statement on policy and 
development, it would seem unfortunate for 
persons within that body to allow their 
personal views to be published. The executive 
power invested in the B.M.C. by the Sports 
Counci I not only gives it a new financial 
standing but also a moral obligation towards 
all aspects of mountaineering; indeed, the 
financial backing that the B.M .C. presently 
enjoys exists in no small part on the agreement 
that it will efficiently run the long-standing 
certificate scheme that is controlled in 
England and Wales by the Mountain 
Leadership Training Board . 
Administration of that scheme need be 
neither complex nor expensive and should not 
involve the B.M.C. in a disproportionate work 
load It does require a constructive and 
positive attitude from the B.M .C. as well as 
from Education Authorities, mountain centres 
and individuals. The training schemes do go a 
long way towards satisfying a real need and 
will certainly prove to be the basis of greater 
things in the future. The B.M .C.'s energy 
should be directed towards improving the 
administration of the scheme - not altering 
the scheme itself. 
In view of all this, it seems a little surprising 
that membership of the B.M .C.'s Future 
Policy Committee includes no one who is 
actively involved in this work. If the subject of 
certification is a "major primary issue", there 
would seem to be a strong case for co-opting 
rather more expert opinion. Furthermore, the 
B.M.C. Management Committee can hardly 
honour its commitments to the Sports 
Council if it does not include persons working 
in this field . And the same lack of informed 
opinion is reflected in the article's long 
moralizing section on attitudes towards 
leadership certificates. The certificates are not 
a substitute for experience; they never have 
been, never will be and are never claimed to 
be - and the Mountain Leadership Board's 
literature is at pains to emphasize 
that point. Also, there has never been any 
suggestion from the Board that a certificate 
scheme should be more widely applicable. 
The members of this Association (who 
finally organize 90% of all certification 
courses) would go further and state quite 
positively that the rights of the individual to 
climb how and when he pleases are 

fundamental ; those rights should be 
defended to the last and it is a policy of this 
Association to do so. 

My second point con cerns your contributor's 
extreme language and selective quotation she 
has used in the context of Plas-y-Brenin . 
One would have imagined that John 
Jackson 's observation that he takes his orders 
from the Sports Council would have been 
enough to put your contributor on guard . I 
must emphasize the following : 
1) No Centre would ever reflect completely 
the views of the B.M .C. or its National 
Officer unless that Centre were owned by the 
B.M .C. 
2) The National Officer has either been 
misquoted or has exceeded his rights as a 
paid official by making damaging remarks 
about a Centre and its staff. 
3) Comparisons between Centres in 
different locations and organized by different 
authorities are valueless. 
On the more positive side : 
4) Plas-y-Brenin is ideally situated, 
equipped and staffed to do the job required of 
it by both the Sports Council and the paying 
public . If that function is not to the liking of 
the National Officer, it would be hoped that he 
could show that there is a demand with a 
different emphasis . Then the B.M .C. could 
make representations for its own Centre . 

If John Jackson's brief comment was 
inserted to give the appearance of balance to 
the article, it failed to do so . One would think 
that only the boundless goodwill of the 
Sports Council and the Plas-y-Brenin staff 
can avoid the consequences of these remarks 
by your contributor. It is, of course, almost 
impossible for the Director and Staff of 
Plas -y-Brenin to reply , as they, like the 
professional officers of the B.M .C., are paid 
by the Sports Council. 
The third point is a broader one concerning 
the journalistic technique of your magazine. 
No one would query the rights of the Editor 
to present his material in the way he wishes. 
But the mountaineering public does look 
upon Mountain as a responsible and 
informative production . One is delighted to be 
informed that there are plans for new 
appointments . But one cannot feel the 
magazine is being responsible when it 
presents a personal short-list - and then 
proceeds to eliminate most of the supposed 
contenders by negative comment and faint 
praise. Surely that is a technique best left to 
journals with a lesser reputation. 

In conclusion, the article makes reference to 
a gulf between the amateur climbing 
fraternity and those involved in professional 
training. The two fields have so much in 
common that a gulf is hardly possible -
except by deliberate over-emphasis of minor 
variations. It becomes disturbing to note that 
Audrey Salkeld states her position as 
Secretary of the B.M .C.'s Public Relations 
Committee which is " concerned with the 
Council 's image" and with "the job of 
spreading the B.M.C. gospel and keeping 
media informed of official attitudes". One 
finds this article and that job difficult to 
reconcile. 
Yours faithfully, 
Roger Mansfield (Dunoon) 

The problem of human erosion on the 
crags 

from Howard Johnston 

Dear Sir, 
With an increasing number of people visiting 
the mountains, the problem of human erosion 
is becoming ever more obvious and serious. 
Much of this is concerned with walkers on 
mountain paths, but rock climbers are also 
doing their bit to ruin their environment. 
Two examples immediately come to mind : the 
repeated use of pitons, and the incorrect use 
of top -ropes at Harrison 's Rocks and similar 
sandstone outcrops. 
With regard to pitons, I am thinking 
primarily of limestone climbing, where piton 
use is more common, but other climbing areas 
give cause for concern too. Cracks are being 
enlarged, blocks and holds are knocked off, 
and whole sections of cliff are peeling away 
owing to thoughtless use of pitons. At 
Torbay, for example, such damage is already 
apparent on routes which can only have had 
three or four ascents. At Avon, climbs are 
being ruined; vital holds are disappearing and 
stances becoming unsafe because of worn-out 
cracks and loose blocks. I suspect that this 
is also the case in Derbyshire and Yorkshire, 
and that similar damage is appearing in 
Wales. 
It is the tradition to top-rope routes at 
Harrison 's, as they are difficult to protect 
and there is a danger of the soft sandstone 
holds breaking off unexpectedly. With two 
active ropes running over the rocks, rope 
grooves have been worn in the cliff edge. 
This process has been accelerated by certain 
people who find it necessary to climb 
constantly on tight ropes, thus creating a 
sawing action and wearing the grooves even 
deeper. Numerous finishes to climbs are now 
breaking up where the grooves have become 
so deep and close together that the fragile 
rock between just disintegrates. The process 
then starts again. In this way, considerable 
damage has been done in less than twenty 
years. How much longer will Harrison's 
survive? Fifteen or twenty years? 
Repair work has recently started, and the 
grooves have been cemented in . It isn't nice 
to look at, but at least it's a step towards 
preserving the rocks . Another improvement is 
the growing use of long slings, so that the 
karabiner dangles over the cliff, saving the 
rope from running over the edge. 
The problem of piton damage is harder to 
solve . In situ hard chromoly pegs are one 
answer ; nuts are another. Adequate belays 
can usually be arranged with nuts. 
It is about time climbers woke up to these 
problems and helped save the climbs for 
themselves and for future generations. 
Yours sincerely, 
Howard Johnston (Brighton) 
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mountaineering 
equig.111ent 
suppliers 
The shops marked (C) (M) (S) hire out Camping, Mounta ineering and 
Ski - ing Equipment. 

AUSTRALIA 

A.C. T: Canberra 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd ., 
46 Northbourne Avenue, 
Civic (C) (S) . 
Tel. 47 8949. 

N.S.W: Hornsby 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd . (C), 
222 Pacific Highway. 
Tel. 476.3242. 

N.S.W: Chatswood 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty., Ltd . (C), 
399 Victoria Avenue . 
Tel. 412.3372. 

N.S.W: Crows Nest 
Mountain Equipment Pty. Ltd ., 
P.O. Box 703, 
17A Falcon Street, 2065 (C) , 
Tel. 439.2454. 

N.S.W: Penshurst 
Southern Cross Mountaineering 
Equipment Pty. Ltd . (C) , 
3 Bridge Street, 2222. 
Tel. 579.5965. 

N.S.W: Sydney 
Paddy Pallin Pty., Ltd ., 
69 Liverpool Street. (C) (S) . 
Tel. 26.2685. 

Queensland : Brisbane 
Rick White's 
Odin Equipment Company, 
P.O . Box 12, Toowong, 4066. 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Molony Imports, 
197 Elizabeth Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.8428. 

Victoria: Melbourne 
Bushgear Pty. Ltd ., 
46 Hardware Street, 3000. 
Tel. 67.3354. (C) (M) (S) . 

CANADA 

Alberta: Calgary 
The Hostel Shop, 
1414 Kensington Road, N.W., 41 . 
Tel. 403.283.5551 . (C) (M) (S) . 

B.C.: Vancouver 
ABC of Canada, 
1822 West 4th Avenue, 9. 
Tel. 604.731.4018. 

Ontario: Ottawa 
Blacks Outdoors Store, 
225 Strathcona Avenue, 
K1S 1X7. Tel. 613.235.1461 . 

EIRE 

Dublin 
The Mountain Hut, 
19 South King Street, 
Dublin 2. (C) (M). 
Tel. 01 .781358. 

NEW ZEALAND 

Christchurch 
Oscar A. Coberger, 
15 Cranmer Square, 1. 
Tel. 74.646. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Aberdeen 
F. Diack and Son, 
302 George Street, 
Tel. 0224.26952. 

Aberdeen 
Campbell's Sports, 
520 Union Street (S). 
Tel. 0224.20157. 

Ambleside 
Frank Davies, Climber's Shop, 
Compston Corner. 
Tel. 09663.2297 . 
Aviemore 
Speyside Sports (S ), 
Tel. Aviemore 629. 
Bethesda 
Arvons, 
Ogwen Terrace. 
Tel. 024.882.401. 

Birmingham 
Frank Davies (S) , 
7 Snowhill, Queensway, 4. 
Tel. 021 .236.6816. 
Birmingham 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd. (S ), 
35 Cannon Street, 2. 
Tel. 021 .643.5180. 
Birmingham 
Pindisports (S) , 
27 / 29 Martineau Square. 
Tel. 021 .236.9383. 
Blackpool 
The Alpine Centre, 
193 Church Street. 
Tel. 0253.24307. 
Bolton 
Alpine Sports (S) , 
117 Bradshawgate. 
Tel. 0204.25087. 
Bradford 
Allan Austin Mountain Sports, 
4 Jacob Street, 
Manchester Road 5. 
Tel. 0274.28674. 
Brentwood 
Field & Trek (Equipment) Ltd ., 
25 Kings Road. 
Tel. 0277.221259. 
Brighton 
Sports and Leisure, 
48 North Street. 
Tel. 0273.29539. 
Brighton 
Alpine Sports Ltd ., 
138 Western Road (S) (M) . 
Tel. 0273.26874. 
Bristol 
Ellis Brigham, 
162 Whiteladies Road . 
Tel. 0272.311157. 
Broughton-in- Furness, Lanes. 
Mountain Centre, 
Brade Street. Tel. 461 . 
(open until 8 p.m.) 
Buxton 
Jo Royle, 
High Peak Outdoor Centre, 
22 High Street (C) (M). 
Tel. 0298.5824. 

Cambridge 
The Outdoor Centre, 
7 Bridge Street. 
Tel. 0223.53956. 

Capel Curig 
Joe Brown, 
The Climbing Shop. 
Tel. Capel Curig 205. 
Capel Curig 
Ellis Brigham (M) (S) , 
Mountain Centre. 
Tel. Capel Curig 232. 
Cardiff 
U.D.A. Mountaineering, 
52 Cowbridge Road East, 
Canton . 
Tel. 0222.22710. 
Croydon 
Pindisports, 
1 098 Whitgift Centre. 
Tel. 01 .688.2667. 
Darlington 
J . Clementson (Darlington) Ltd ., 
29 High North Gate (C). 
Tel. 0325.2390. 
Derby 
Powers Sports, 
Green Lane. 
Tel. 0332.48311 . 
Derby 
Prestidge (S), 
350 Normanton Road . 
Tel. 0332.42245. 
Doncaster 
Don Valley Sports, 
95 Spring Gardens. 
Tel. 0302.67755 (C) (S) . 
Dundee 
David Low Sports Co. Ltd., 
21 Commercial Street (M) (S) . 
Tel. 0382.24501 -2. 
Edinburgh 
Graham Tiso (M) , 
44 Rodney Street. 
Tel. 031 .556.1723. 
Exeter 
Grays Outdoor Shop (C) (S) , 
181 / 182 Sidwell Street. 
Tel. 0392.76421 . 
Fort William 
Nevisport, 
131 High Street. 
Tel. Fort William 3245. 
Glasgow 
Greaves (S) , 
23 Gordon Street. 
Tel. 041 .221.4531 / 2. 
Grantown-on-Spey 
Speyside Sports (S) , 
47 High Street. 
Tel. Grantown 246. 
Halifax 
The Outdoor Centre, 
3 Princes Arcade. 
Tel. 0422.65549. 
Harrison's Rocks, Sussex 
Terry's Festerhaunt, 
Groombridge. (M). 
Tel. 089.276.238 (684) . 
Hull 
G. F. Stocks & Co. Ltd . 
Camp Centre, 
61 Spring Bank. 
Tel. 0482.20134. 
Keswick 
Stubbs Outdoor Sports, 
28 Lake Road. 
Tel. 0596.73524. 
Lancaster 
H. Robinson , 
Mountain Craft Shop (C) , 
5 New Road. 
Tel. 0524.66610. 
Leeds 
Centres port, 
40 Woodhouse Lane, 2. 
Tel. 0532.31024. 
Leeds 
H. W. Poole, 
34/ 36 Eastgate (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0532.23045. 

Leicester 
Camping Continental, 
Watling Street, Hinkley. 
Tel. 04553.32625. 
Leicester 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S) , 
1 05 London Road . 
Tel. 0533.25235. 
Liverpool 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S), 
73 Bold Street, 1. 
Tel. 051 .709.6912. 
Llanberis 
Joe Brown, 
Menai Hall, High Street . 
Tel. 028682.327. 
London 
Pindisports, 
14/ 18 Holborn, E.C.1. 
Tel. 01.242.3278. 
London, Acton 
Pindisports, 
373/ 5 Uxbridge Road, W.3. 
Tel. 01 .992.6642. 
London 
Robert Lawrie Ltd., 
54 Seymour Street, W.1. 
Tel. 01 .723.5252. 
London 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd. (S) , 
29 John Adam Street, W.C.2. 
Tel. 01 .839.1722. 
London 
Alpine Sports Ltd., 
309 Brampton Road, S.W.1. 
Tel. 01 .584.7766. (S) (M ). 
Macclesfield 
The Pennine Centre, 
(Camping & Caravan 
Distributors Ltd .) , 
Elizabeth Street. 
Tel. 0625.20167. 
Manchester 
Ellis Brigham (C) (M) (S ), 
6/ 14 Cathedral Street, 4. 
Tel. 061.834.0161. 
Manchester, Urmston 
J . & A . Sports & Camping Co. (C) , 
15 Station Road. 
Tel. 061 .748.6408. 
Manchester, Eccles 
J. & A. Sports & Camping Co., 
112 Liverpool Road . 
Tel. 061 .789.6044. 
Manchester 
Y.H.A. Services Ltd . (S) , 
36/ 38 Fountain Street, 2. 
Tel. 061.834.7119. 
Matlock Bath 
The Bivouac, 
56 North Parade. 
Tel. 0629.3750. 
Newcastle-upon- Tyne 
Dentons (Denton Cycles) (S) , 
227 / 229 Westgate Road . 
Tel. 0632.23903. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
L. D. Mountain Centre Ltd., 
34 Dean Street (C) (S) . 
Tel. 0632.23561. 
Nottingham 
Roger Turner, 
Mountain Sports (S) , 
1 Canning Circus. 
Tel. 0602.47230. 
Oxford 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
17 Turi Street. 
Tel. 0092.47110. 
Penzance 
Elli Brigham, 
Market Jew Street. 
Tel. 0736.5828. 
Portsmouth 
Safari, 
The Tricorn. 
Tel. 0705.29410. 



Preston 
P.S.D. Sport Dept., 
141 Friargate. 
Tel. 0772.53793. 

Sheffield 
Bryan G. Stokes, 
9 Charles Street. 
Tel. 0742.27525. 

Sheffield 
Don Morrison, 
343 London Road. 
Tel. 0742.56018. 

Sheffield 
Thomas & Taylor Ltd ., 
24 Fitzwilliam Gate (M) . 
Tel. 0742.25631 . 

Shipley 
P & S Outdoor Shop, 
73 Leeds Road, 
Tel. 0274.592422. 

Skipton 
The Dales Outdoor Centre, 
Coach Street . 
Tel. 0756.4305. 

Stockport 
Base Camp (C), 
89 Lower Hillgate. 
Tel. 061 .480.2945. 

Teesside: Middlesbrough 
Cleveland Mountain Sports, 
98 Newport Road. 
Tel. 0642.48916. 

Wednesbury 
Tebbutt Bros. (C) (M) (S), 
35 Market Place. 
Tel. 021 .556.0802. 

West Bromwich 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
466 High Street (C) (S) , 
Tel. 021 .553.1670. 

Wolverhampton 
Wulfrun Camp and Sports, 
4/5 King Street (C) (S). 
Tel. 0902.27012. 

York 
The Scout and Guide Shop, 
14 Goodramgate. 
Tel. 0904.53567. 

UNITED STATES 

Arizona: Flagstaff, 
Grand Canyon 
Village Sports Den, 
116 South Beaver, 86001 . 
Tel. 602.774.2271. (C) (M) (S). 

California: Berkeley 
The North Face, 
2804 Telegraph Ave., 
94705. (S) (C). 
Tel. 415.548.1371. 

California: Berkeley 
Mountain Traders, 
1702 Grove Street, 94709. 
Tel. 415.845.8600 (S) (C) (M) . 

California: Campbell 
Mountain Life, 
2513 Winchester Boulevard, 
95008. (C) (M) . 
Tel. 408.374.7777. 
California: El Cajon 
Adventure 16 Inc., 
656 Front Street, 92020. 
Tel. 714.444.A16-2. 

California: Fresno 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
7183 North Abbey Road, 93650. 
Tel. 209.439.0745. (C) (S). 

California: Glendale 
Kelty Mountaineering, 
1801 Victory Blvd., 91201 . 
Tel. 213.247.3110. (C) (M) (S) . 

California: Goleta 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
330 S. Kellogg, 93017. 
Tel. 805.964.5714. (C) (M) (S) . 

California: La Canada 
Sport Chalet, 
951 Foothill Boulevard, 91011 . 
Tel. 213.790.2717. (C) (S) . 

California: La Habra 
Sports and Trails, 
1491 W. Whittier Blvd. , 90631 . 
(C) (M) (S) . Tel. 213.691 .5919. 

California: Lancaster 
Dan's Skiing and Mountaineering, 
1069 West Ave . K, 93534. 
(C) (M) (S) . 
California: Mammoth Lakes 
Kittredge Sport Shop, 
P.O. Box 598 - State Hwy. 203 
93546. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 714.934.2423. 

California: Modesto 
Robbins Mountain Shop, 
1508 Tenth Street, 95354. 
Tel. 209.529.6913. (C) (S) . 

California: San Diego 
San Diego Ski Chalet and 
Mountain Shop, 
4004 Sports Arena Blvd ., 
93401 . (C) (M) {S) . 
Tel. 7~ 4.224.3439. 
California: San Diego 
Stanley Andrews 
Sporting Goods, 
443 12th Street. {C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 714.232.2167. 
California: San Luis Obispo 
Mountain Sports, 
858 Higuera Street, 
93401 . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 805.544.7141 . 
California: Santa Barbara 
Granite Stairway Mountaineering, 
3036 State Street, 93105. 
Tel. 805.682.1083. (C) (M) (S). 

California: Santa Maria 
Mountain Transit Authority, 
223 So. Broadway, 93454. 
Tel. 805.922.8271. (C) (M) (S). 

MOUNTAINEERING YUKON 
A course in basic mountaineering and glacier 
travel , in cooperation with the ARCTIC INSTI 
TUTE OF NORTH AMERICA in Summer 1974. 
Also guided expeditions, Skiing and Climbing 
throughout the territory. Send for details to: 
Yukon Rock and Ice 
Jurg Hofer, Box 4623, Whitehorse, Yukon. 

California: Tarzana 
The Mountain Store, 
5425 Reseda Boulevard, 
91356 (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 213.881 .5111 . 
California: Ventura 
The Great Pacific Ironworks, 
Chouinard Equipment Company, 
235 W. Santa Clara, 93001. 
Tel. 805.643.3528. 
California: West Covina 
Alpine Country, 
1629 W. Garvey Avenue, 91790. 
Tel. 213.962.4311 . (S) (M) (C). 
Colorado: Boulder 
The Boulder Mountaineer, 
1329 Broadway, 
80302. (C) (M) {S) . 
Tel. 303.442.8355. 
Colorado: Denver 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
938 South Monaco Parkway, 
80222. (S) (C) (M) . 
Tel. 303.377.2783. 
Colorado: Estes Park 
Steve Komito, 
Davis Hill (Box 2106), 
80517. Tel. 303.586.2440. 
Colorado: Fort Collins 
The Mountain Shop, 
118 W. Laurel, 80521 . 
Tel. 303.493.5720 (M) . 
Colorado: Lakewood 
Ptarmigan Mountain Shop, 
1949 South Wadsworth Blvd ., 
80227. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303.986.5541. 
Colorado: Louisville 
Lowe Alpine Systems, Inc., 
931 Main Street (Box 151, 
Dept. M) . (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 303.666.6650. 
Idaho: Boise 
Sawtooth Mountaineering, 
5200 Fairview, Mini-Mall, 83704. 
Tel. 208.376.3731 . (S) (C) . 
Idaho: Moscow 
Northwestern Mountain Sports, 
329 N. Main 83843. 
Tel. 208.882.0133. (C) (M) (S) . 

Idaho: Sun Valley 
Snug Mountaineering, 
Box 122. 83353. (S) . 
Tel. 208.726.3808. 
lllinoi s: Chicago 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
1252 West Devon, 60626. 
Tel. 312.262.3832. (C) (M) (S) . 
Massachusetts: Boston 
Eastern Mountain Sports, Inc., 
1041 Commonwealth Avenue 
02215. (C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 617.254.4250. 
Minnesota: Minneapolis 
Midwest Mountaineering, 
1408 Hennepin Avenue, 55403. 
Tel. 612.336. 3884 

Montana: Red Lodge 
Mountaincraft, 
Main Street, 59068. 
Tel. 406.446.2393. 

N.H.: North Woodstock 
Skimeister Ski Shop, 
Main Street. (M) (S). 
Tel. 603.745.2767. 

New York : Buffalo 
Nord Alp Inc. 
3260 Main Street, 14215. 
(C) (M) (S). 
Tel. 716.837.3300. 

New York: New Paltz 
Rock and Snow, 
44 Main Street, N.Y. 12561 . (S ) . 
Tel. 914.255.1311. 

New York: Ogdensburg 
Thomas Black and Sons 
(Ogdensburg) Inc., 
930 Ford Street, 13669. 
Tel. 315.393.5704. 
(Mail Order only) . 

Texas: Austin 
Whole Earth Provision Co. 
241 0 San Antonio Street, 
78705. Tel. 512.478.1577. 

Washington: Seattle 
Recreational Equipment Inc., 
1525 11th Avenue, 98122. 
Tel. 206.323.8333. (C) (M) (S) . 

Washington: Seattle 
Swallow's Nest, 
909 E. Boat Street, 98105. 
Tel. 206.633.0408. (M) (S). 

Washington: Spokane 
Selkirk Bergsport, 
W.30 International Way, 
99220. (C) (M) (S) . 
Tel. 509.328.5020. 

Wisconsin: Madison 
Erewhon Mountain Supply, 
State and Gocham, 53703. 
Tel. 508.251 .9059. (C) (M) (S) . 

Wisconsin: Madison 
H. H. Petrie Sporting Goods Inc , 
702 N. Midvale, 53705. 
Tel. 608.231 .2447. 

Wisconsin: Madison 
H. H. Petrie Sporting Goods Inc., 
644 State Street, 53703. 
Tel. 608.257.1347. (S) . 

Wyoming: Jackson 
Teton Mountaineering, 
Main Square. (C) (M) (S). 
(P.O. Box 1533), 83001 . 
Tel. 307.733.3595. 

Wyoming: Laramie 
Rocky Mountaineering, 
211 Second Street, 82070. 
Tel. 307.742.3191 (S) (C) . 

GLENCOE MOUNTAINEERING SCHOOL 
April to October, basic and advanced rock-climbing 
courses. Classic routes on Buachaille Etive Mor, the 
Etive Slabs and Ben Nevis. 

Brochure from: 
Glencoe Mountaineering School, Glencoe, Argyll, Scotland 
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OU/NIIRIJ 
Equipment for Alpinists 

There are a number of optional extras when 
you visit the Bivouac - all designed to appeal 
to climbers. 

THE BIVOUAC 
56 NORTH PARADE, MATLOCK BATH, DERBYSHIRE. 
Open Monday to Friday 9.30 am. to 6.00 pm. and Saturday and Sunday 9.00 am to 5.30 pm 

New Volumes of Rock Climbs in 
the Peak which complete the 
set of 9 volumes. 

STAFFORDSHIRE GRITSTO]E 
AREA 
(Roches) Price £ 1.70 

THE KINDER AREA 
Price£ 1.70 

THE SHEFFIELD FROGGATT 
AREA 
Re-print £I .SO 

w~ ueo 
:E :::, 0 m CJ m 

Books available from the 
Retailers or direct from the 
publishing managers: 
Expo-TGV Ltd 
82 High Street Leicester 
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A s one of the world 's leading producers of back packs, 
our continual development, innovation and testing have 
resulted in advan ced designs that are both correct and 
functional , plu s sk illed craftsmen using the best of raw 
materia ls in a mod ern factory guarantees quality. 
Bergans packs are now exported to. 30 countries and 
have been used on severa l major expedition s. Our goal 
1s to produce the best packs possible. 

Oslo 1, Norway. 
Available from all Blacks of Greenock branches and 
most good Sports & Camping stockists. Write to 
Blacks of Greenock, Port Glasgow, Renfrewshire or 
Ruxley Corner, Sidcup, Kent for your FREE catalogue. 
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LAS. GLACIER GAITERS 
Used on the first winter ascents of the North and 
West Faces of Grand Teton and the North-West Face 
of Half Dome. 

LOWE ALPINE SYSTEMS manufactures and 
distributes innovative equipment for 
mountaineers. For further information on 
the LAS. Expedition Pack, 2-4 Man 
Alpine Tent, Glacier Gaiters, McKinley 
Overboots, Adjustable Climbing Harness, 

Mountain Gaiters and Mitts, 
Cam Nuts (Pat. pending), 

Cable Cams, Camming 
Wedges and Belay/ 

Rappel Device 
write : 

P.O. BOX 151, 931 MAIN STREET, LOUISVILLE, 
COLORADO 80027, U.S.A. 
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B8R6H11USI 
1- DORSAL- With integral frame, EXCELLENT carrying comfort 

providing a very close fitting, stable load for walking, climbing and 
scrambling. The Dorsal 'fins' act as a hip harness transferring desired 
weight through the pelvis thus 'relieving' the chest and shoulders. 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £9.95 (medium) £12.90 (large). 

2- 272XS (GEANT) - Sac designed for the mountaineer or backpacker 
carrying heavy loads. Used with/without frame . Many excellent 
features 
RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £14.95 

3- MUNROE- Integral frame sac designed for the week-end climber 
or walker. Important features include a closed cell foam, padded 
back reducing 'sweating' and elasticated lid . 

RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICE £7.85 

Write/phone or call for our new catalogue for details. 

3 

2 

B6R6HJIUS 
34 DEAN STREET, NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
NE1 1PG TELEPHONE 23561 
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THE HEIGHT 
OF 

SUCCESS 

,:,,.,Vp 
dQ~ PROOF INDEED OF THE RELIABILITY 

AND QUALITY OF BLACKS TENTS AND 
EQUIPMENT WHICH HAVE BEEN CHOSEN 
FOR USE ON MOST MAJOR EXPEDITIONS. 

Blacks nylon Tunnel Tent 
(just one of a range) 
at Top Camp (17,000 ft.) 
on the 1973 Brammah 
Peak Expedition. 
CHOSEN BY CHRIS BON INGTON 
AND NICK ESTCOURT ON THEIR ~9" 

RECENT SUCCESSFUL ASSAULT ~6~ 
Photo: courtes, of Chris Bonington 

SEE THE RANGE AT BLACKS STOCKISTS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY. WRITE NOW FOR YOUR COPY OF OUR NEW 
64 PAGE CATALOGUE OF TENTS AND CAMPING EQUIPMENT. 

-------------
Please send me my 
1974 'Good Compani ons ' catalogue 

Name ______ _ 

Address ____ _ 

622 

~------------



We stock: Karrimor, Troll, Vango, 
La Dolomite. Joe Brown, Stubai, 

and many other leading makes. 

Visit our new climbers' 
store in Macclesfield on 

your way to the Peak 

THE PENNINE CENTRE 
at Camping and Caravan Distributors Ltd, 

Brookside Mill, Elizabeth Street, Macclesfield. 
open 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. for seven days a week. 

Special discounts for Groups and Clubs 

BECK CRAMPON STRAPS will NOT stretch! 
NOT ice up! ... Fasten tightly and you will never 
have to adjust again .. . used by most experts ... 
Manufacturer of the Famous CHOUINARD CRAMPON STRAPS 

Write for FREE Catalogue and Sample of Neoprene Nylon 

==== BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS=== 
BOX 3061 • SOUTH BERKELEY • CALIFORNIA mmil 

COOKS ADVENTURE CLUB 1974 

Come Climbing 
in the 

Himalayas 
Form your own small group and pick the climbs of 

your choice in the impressive Kulu Valley amid the Indian 
Himalayas. Departure 18 May - Return 14 June. 

Mike Thompson of Annapurna fame, will accompany the 
parties and is on hand to give advice on all possible routes and 
climbs in the area which he knows well ... he should do since 

this will be his fourth visit! 

COOKS will get you there by air from London to Delhi, 
and rail from Delhi to Kalka, thence by road to the Kulu . 
Here accommodation has been laid on and rations will be 

supplied for your various expeditions. Cost per person £285 

Perhaps you are more interested in trekking? If so, you 
may be interested in the following: 12 to 30 April 'Spring 

Flowers of the Langtang Valley - Nepal', £397; 2 Sept to 2 Oct, 
'Karakoram Trek', £445; 24 Oct to 23 Nov, 'Everest & 

Annapurna', £495 & £480. 

For full information about ' Climbing in the Kulu Valley' 
and all other trekking holidays write or phone to:-

Mr. P.H. Delves, Special Promotions Department, 
Thomas Cooks & Son Ltd., 45 Berkeley Street, 
London WlA lEB. Tel: 01-499 4000, Ext. 633 

Survival 
Safety 
Factor 

The Duvet 
Waistcoat 

Light and 
Warm 

This garment is specially designed for those who do not require a 
bulky duvet, yet would like the safety and comfort of additional 
warmth of down when necessary. The down filled waistcoat can 
be worn under an anorak, where it is both lighter and warmer 
than a sweater. It gives warmth without bulk and leaves the 
arms free for activities. Useful as additional warmth for winter 
camping. 

Recommended for anyone who goes into mountain country. Its 
lightness and compactness makes it a piece of safety equipment 
one should never leave out of the rucksack, winter or summer. 

FROM CLIMBING SHOPS EVERYWHERE 
or write for catalogue to :-

BANTON & CO. LTD., Dept. M, 
Meadow Lane, Nottingham 
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YouP POpa coulcl 
last -,iou a life
time .... 
••• if you1re not careful! 
REAL climbing safety means quality climbing rope 
and quality climbing rope means EDELWEISS. 

Because LD Mountain Centre would like to see you 
outlive your rope we invite you to contact us and find 
out how Edelweiss tensile and energy rope compares 
with other well known brands: and then there's 
Edelweiss- Everdry, special for cavers and all weather 
'tigers'- it never gets wet! 
Write/phone/call today for details of this and our other 
fantastic range of equipment- and oh, by the way
don't leave it too late! 

Mountain Centre 
34 DEAN STREET • NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE • NEl lPG • Tel. 23561 
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•✓ 
modele elger darbellay, de renommee mondlale 
et apprecie par Jes grands alpinistes 
pour ses qua I ites techniques. 
chaussures realisees 
dans des croupons cuir de qualite superieu re. 
semelle Ires rigide adaptee a l'escalade moderne, 

/ 

trepointe retournee et cachee 
et languette de recouvrement donnant 
une parfaite etancheite. 
c'est une production: 

• els finot / 26 st-sorlin-en-valloire 

lfvaldor 
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Dougal Haston, Karrimor Alpine Technical Adviser, th man f 
Annapurna South Face, Everest South West Face and Eiger Direct. 

arrimor equipment, climbing sacs, gaiters, overboots, packframes 
d tents, are distributed in 20 countries and have been used on 
e follow· g expeditions:- · 

1970- Annapurna South Face 1970- British Soviet Caucasus 
1971 - International Evt1rest Expedition 1971 - New Zealand 
Patagonian Expedition 1970/71 - British Patagonian Expedition 
1972- British S.W. Face Everest 1973 - Italian Everest 
Expedition 1973 - Japanese S.W Face Everest 1973- Italian 
N.W. Face Annapurna 1973 - British Dhaulagiri IV Expedition 
1974 - Austrian Makalu Expedition 1974 - Anglo_panish 
(S. Face lngolfjeld, Greenland) 1974 - British Torre Egger 
(Patagonia). 

Our '74 catalogue sets out to describe products and tePnnical 
features in non "glossy mag" lang~age. There are wri : ten 
commentaries by Dougal Haston and Ed Drummond . If you 
would like a copy, write to:-

'KARRIMOR' M1 . Avenue Parade, Accrington 885 6PR, Lancashire, England 
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